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Abstract
Biological cells are constantly exposed to fluid forces inside the body. These fluid forces aid in
certain physical and chemical reactions that cells need to maintain physiological function. To observe
these forces in vitro, parallel plate flow chambers (PPFC) are used, where cells are placed inside the
chamber and a fluid medium runs through the device exposing the cells to fluid forces to initiate a
response. This has aided in proving that fluid forces influence cell function and are factors in various
disease and physiological processes, such as the development of atherosclerotic plaque in blood vessels or
bone growth. Many designs for PPFCs have been used for various types of flow and simulation protocols,
such as computational fluid dynamics (CFD), have sometimes been used to determine flow characteristics
and to model chamber performance under a specific use; however, nearly all of these chambers are
modeled without the presence of biological cells.
In this thesis, a CFD protocol was used (i.e., STAR-CCM+) to compare the fluid performance of
the most commonly published PPFC designs and to determine how reliably they may expose cells to
specifically controlled flow conditions. In addition to simulating the published conditions of each
chamber, they were each simulated at a respective flow rate that theoretically yielded a shear stress of 10
dyne/cm2 in their flow channel. For all CFD models, a uniform mesh size of 100 µm was used and all
CFD calculations were obtained through 1,000 iterations or until convergence occurred. Machining
tolerance was also applied to one of the designs in order to observe the effects of machining
inconsistencies that would not normally be modeled in an ideal simulation. In addition, this thesis
simulated biological cells (endothelial cells) within an arbitrary parallel plate PPFC system, in order to
determine the effects of their presence on parallel plate flow patterns.
Shear stress and velocity distributions were calculated at 1 µm above the bottom surface of the
flow channel and yielded similar distribution patterns across the test areas of the flow channels (i.e., area
where cells are placed). In addition, the percentage of a consistent shear stress was calculated and found
to be 97%, 81%, 36%, 98%, and 89%, respectively, across the test section of five commonly used PPFCs.
iii

The pressure along the length of each flow channel was also calculated and showed that each chamber has
different levels of fluid pressure that biological cells are exposed to. It was also found that altering the
height of chamber by 25 µm resulted in changes in shear stress that varied ±0.3 dyne/cm2 from the
original height.
The simulations of arbitrary PPFCs with the inclusion of biological cells proved that there is a
significant variation of shear stress on the biological cells. Shear stress levels on the biological cells
ranged from 50 to 250% of the target value (i.e., 10 dyne/cm2) and showed that what has been published
by PPFC researchers has to be reassessed, since most publications presented results of simulations
without biological cells. A better understanding of the fluid flow would help determine if this wide range
of shear stress levels is acceptable to the particular biological cells being exposed. It would also aid in
making improvements to PPFCs in order to more accurately simulate in vitro conditions. In designing
these chambers and accurately analyzing them, biological cells must be included into the simulation as the
exposure forces are different from the forces seen in a “clean” chamber that contains no cells.
Utilization of CFD aided in providing numerical data for comparison of PPFC designs and
allowed for a better understanding of the flow regions and how biological cells would be exposed to fluid
forces. The results of this thesis reaffirmed the need to better understand the level, or range of levels, of
shear stress and pressure that is needed in order to invoke a cellular response. In addition, there is a need
to better understand the amount of surface area on a cell exposed to fluid shear that also invokes a cellular
response, including the amount of the response. Finally, CFD can be used to optimize the design of a
chamber so that the performance is reliable and meets the need of an individual, or general, application
especially at the cellular level.
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1, Introduction
1.1 Cell Shear
Cells in the body are constantly exposed to fluid flow that can cause the cell to respond both
physically and chemically. Cells, such as endothelial cells and bone cells, are exposed to this fluid flow
and have been studied by various scientists for many years. From initial studies on endothelial and bone
cells, studies of the effects of fluid flow forces on cells have expanded to cover many applications
including cancer cells stem cells, tissue engineering, and accelerated wound healing.
1.1.1 Endothelial Cells
The cardiovascular system is constantly exposed to fluid shear stresses, especially along the
vessel walls that are lined with endothelial cells (EC). ECs provide a barrier between the blood and the
vessel walls and aid in the production of substances to assist in the growth and maintenance of the vessel.
Endothelial cells also monitor smooth muscle cell (SMC) contractions using vasodilators and
vasoconstrictors and maintain hemostasis and thrombosis by inducing pro- and anti-coagulant molecules.
ECs perform these functions through the detection of mechanosensors that are induced by physical factors
such as fluid shear stress (FSS). Li et al. (2005) provided a summary of some factors in ECs influenced by
shear stress: integrins, vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF), receptor-2 (Flk-1), ion channels, Gprotein-coupled receptors (GPCRs) and trimeric G proteins, and adhesion molecules such as platelet
endothelial cell adhesion molecule-1 (PECAM-1).
Cardiovascular disease is the leading cause of death in the world, and while treatments are widely
used for combating these diseases, preventative measures are being looked into as a better option. In order
to develop better detection methods for cardiovascular disease, it is important to understand the disease at
the cellular and chemical levels. Cardiovascular disease is initially developed from atherosclerosis, the
buildup of plaque in the cardiovascular vessels, and can lead to more life-threatening diseases such as
stroke and coronary artery disease (CAD). Atherosclerosis is an inflammatory disease in which cells
1

(such as leukocytes), lipids, and other material buildup along the arterial wall to form plaque that reduces
blood flow and, in more extreme cases, can completely block the flow of blood in the diseased artery.
One major contributor to the formation of plaque is low density lipoprotein (LDL), commonly referred to
as “bad cholesterol”. LDL triggers adhesion protein expression in ECs promoting the binding of
leucocytes to the vessel walls as seen in the process diagram of Figure 1.

Figure 1. Process Diagram of Leukocyte Adhesion to Arterial Wall (Warboys et al., 2011)
While the formation of atherosclerosis is dependent on factors such as age, family history, high
cholesterol, and obesity, plaque tends to develop more commonly in certain regions of the body such as
bifurcations or bends in the vessels, where there is a significant change in blood flow patterns. An
example of plaque development at a bend is shown in Figure 2 where the vessel has a higher flow rate
along the outer wall and a lower flow rate along the inner wall. In these regions, the flow is slow enough
that plaque (i.e., platelets and LDL) can get lodged in between ECs and allow for more plaque to adhere
and attach, eventually leading to blockage of flow if not treated in time. Therefore, these areas where low
shear stress occurs are regions most likely for plaque development. The LDL and leukocytes in the region
of the vessel with high flow, however, do not adhere to the vessel wall and continue flowing. This
observation has led to two different theories as to why plaque more likely forms in bifurcations and
bends: the mass transport theory and shear stress theory. The mass transport theory states that atherogenic
material, such as LDL and leukocytes, can more easily adhere to the wall in areas of low flow. The shear

2

stress theory states that shear stress is detected by endothelial cells and it causes it to release chemicals
that can promote development of plaque.

Figure 2. Plaque Formation at a Vessel Bend (Warboys et al., 2011)
1.1.2 Bone Cells
Bone is continuously impacted by mechanical loading in the body and decrease and increase of
this mechanical loading can affect the strength of the bone development and structure. A decrease of
loading from weightlessness or prolonged period of bed rest can lead to reduction of bone strength and
the onset of disease. Since Wolff’s Law states that bone in the body adapt to the forces that act on it,
mechanical loading can increase the production of chemicals such as prostaglandins, alkaline phosphatase
(ALP), and collagen type I. One form of mechanical loading on bone is fluid flow and these fluid forces
are mostly located at the lacunar and canalicular spaces. Kufahl and Saha (1990) described a theoretical
model of lacunar-canalicular system and demonstrated that fluid flow through this system is important in
bone remodeling and that a lack of flow can lead to osteoporosis. Burger and Klein-Nulend (1999)
describe the system in more detail and how the lacunar-canalicular system relates to bone loss in
microgravity environments, a common physiological issue during spaceflight.
Various types of bone cells have been known to be influenced by FSS, such as osteoblasts,
osteocytes, and osteoclasts, and are all part of the same cycle involving bone cell growth and regulation. It
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is observed that the interstitial fluid present around bone cells in vivo apply certain mechanical forces that
are needed to maintain cellular structure and growth. This has brought about the need of using perfusion
chambers for experimental purposes and has provided valuable information as to how the fluid
mechanical forces specifically impact the bone cell structure. Some factors in bone cells that are affected
by FSS are nitric oxide (NO), prostaglandin and cyclooxygenase (COX); however, the manner in which
the cells detect the FSS and initiate a reaction is still unclear but there is evidence that it is regulated by
calcium ion (Ca2+) channels as mentioned by Ehrlich and Lanyon (2002). In addition, mesenchymal stem
cells (MSC) have the ability to develop into various types of bone cells and are often exposed to FSS in
order to aid in growth.
When studying the effects of mechanical loading bone cells in an in vitro environment, there is
found to be an adjustment period of the cells to adapt to the new location it has been placed in. Sorkin et
al. (2004) describe this process as “culture shock” and explain how replicating physiological conditions
such as pH and temperature can aid in reducing this adaptation process. The authors go on further to
describe how the inclusion of mechanical forces influence the environment as well and would aid in
further reducing this “shock”.
1.1.3 Cancer Cells
Recent publications have started to show a correlation between cancer cells and the fluid shear
stress that acts on them. Tse et al. (2012) found that mechanical forces effect the migration of cancer cells
and how this can aid in identification of cancer through testing of mechanical factors in addition to the
biological and chemical testing that is currently done. Tumor cells most easily spread to various parts of
the body via the circulatory system and not much is known on the impact of fluid shear stress on tumor
cells. Tumor cells are influenced by two different types of fluid forces: external fluid impacting the cell as
it travels through the circulatory system and internal interstitial fluid flow inside the cell itself. A diagram
of these external and internal fluid forces is shown in Figure 3. In the external fluid environment, it is
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observed that tumor cells take on different physical and chemical properties than their non-infected cell
counterparts. Tumor cells are stiffer than non-tumor cells indicating less alteration in physical shape when
exposed to fluid forces. Circulating tumor cells (CTC) are the intermediate stage in metastasis, where
individual tumor cells are travelling in the circulatory system and are most exposed to the external fluid
forces. CTCs when in the circulatory system, as explained by Wirtz et al. (2011), are exposed to many
forces and factors such as hemodynamic forces and the host cells in the system such as blood and
endothelial cells and as a result a small percentage CTCs survive metastasis.

Figure 3. Diagram of Tumor Cell Exposure to External and Internal Fluid Environments (Mitchell
et al., 2013)
Breast cancer detection is one application of working with cancer cells in a fluid flow
environment. As the leading cause of cancer deaths in women, any form of early detection is useful in
combating the cancer. Ehrhart et al. (2008) utilized a PPFC to help isolate breast cancer cells and created
a device that is able to capture the cancer cells and isolate them from other cells in a fluid environment.
1.1.4 Stem Cells
Undifferentiated cells are a classification of cells that have not yet developed into a specific type
of cell. This allows for them to be manipulated and grown into a specific type of cell depending on its
specific application and use. The most common type of stem cells used is mesenchymal stem cells (MSC)
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that can develop into various types of tissues such as bone, fat, and cartilage and are widely used by
researchers.
The ability to grow cells in a cost-effective environment for multiple applications is a need that
would greatly benefit many therapeutic uses as mentioned by Birmingham et al. (2012). Most ways that
stem cells or other cells for use are grown are in bioreactors. Rodrigues et al. (2011) describes the
importance of perfusion bioreactors and in particular parallel plate bioreactors. These bioreactors have the
ability to provide a continuous flow into the culture but the cells would have to be cultured as a whole
rather than dividing the sample for multiple test analysis. Due to the importance of utilizing fluid forces
for the growth and development, these bioreactors have incorporated parallel plate configuration in order
to better grow and culture the cells.
1.1.5 Tissue Engineering
Damaged or missing regions of the body are commonly replaced with graft surgery. Types of
grafts consist of autografts, allografts, xenografts, or artificial material and each of these has their own
strengths and weaknesses. Recently tissue engineering that incorporates fluid forces has become a more
promising option than these current methods. Gaspar et al. (2012) explain the overall process of utilizing
fluid forces to help generate stronger grafts using a PPFC where a flow chamber is used to generate a
tissue scaffold by inserting a biodegradable material into the flow system that is lined with specific cells
or with stem cells. This provides a base structure for more natural healing with the aid of biological cells
and positioning of the scaffold structure. When growing these cells, fluid shear stress must be taken into
account to aid in growth and development. Including FSS to the bioreactor requires many factors to be
taken into consideration such as optimization of flow rate so that it is similar to in vivo conditions in
providing nutrients to the cell and seeding of the cells to attain confluence. To account for this, Gaspar et
al. mention that bioreactors have started to incorporate fluid movement such as spinner flasks, rotating
wall vessels, and perfusion systems. Leong et al. (2013) designed a parallel plate flow bioreactor and
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tested it with endothelial cells and validated the flow with micro particle image velocimetry (µ-PIV) to
obtain shear stress analysis on cells.
1.1.6 Wound Healing
Wound healing is the process of the body to naturally mend tissue damage that may have
occurred externally or internally to the body. The healing process of blood vessels can be initiated by
removing a small portion of the endothelium. Epstein (1999) describes the healing process in three stages:
inflammation, tissue formation, and remodeling of region. When the tissue is damaged, a blot clot occurs
to initiate hemostasis at the region and to provide a matrix for cells to reinforce the area and form mesh on
which the new cells will form on. Mun et al. (2013) exposed human umbilical vein endothelial cells
(HUVEC) to laminar shear stress and found an increase in expression of water channel aquaporin 1
(AQP1), an integral protein expressed by endothelial cells and found to assist in wound healing.
The relationship between wound closure and shear stress is not fully understood; however,
experiments have been performed that prove there is a positive correlation between the two. Albuquerque
et al. (2000) showed that fluid shear stress aids in promoting wound closure when compared to a static
environment. As with the case for atherosclerosis, damage to the endothelium can also lead to
cardiovascular diseases. For example, during a vascular operation involving a stent, damage to the
endothelium can lead to issues such as graft failure or ischemic injury. When injury occurs, the
endothelial cells play a major role in healing such as in closing the vessel wall and preventing any
vasoconstriction that may occur. Albuquerque et al. (2000) exposed human umbilical vein (HUVEC) and
coronary artery (HCAEC) endothelial cells to shear and found that it promotes wound closure better than
in a static environment implying that fluid forces aid in the process of healing. Gojova et al. (2005)
expanded on this work by finding that flow sensitive ion channels impact cell spreading and that blockage
of these receptors can slow down the wound healing process.
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1.2 Parallel Plate Flow Chambers
Parallel plate flow chambers (PPFC) are the most commonly used devices used to observe cells
under fluid shear. Many cell reaction studies use PPFCs to aid in experimentation as seen in the previous
sub-sections. PPFCs typically consist of two plates in which fluid flows between and a gasket is placed in
between the plates to define the height of the flow channel and to aid in channeling the direction of the
flow. Biological cells that are placed in the chamber are cultured to a glass slide and then placed into the
chamber. The chamber is then sealed and a flow conditions are created that simulate in vivo flow
conditions. The wall shear stress in a PPFC is calculated by

where Q is the volumetric flow rate, μ is the dynamic viscosity, and w and h are the width and height of
the chamber respectively. In addition, the Reynolds Number is also calculated to determine the type of
flow, either laminar or turbulent, in the PPFC system and is defined as

where ρ is the density of the fluid. In PPFC systems, laminar flow is defined as having a Reynolds
Number less than 2300. Actual flow inside PPFCs used for biological cell studies is typically much lower
than this value as laminar flow is desired.
Recently, parallel plate flow chambers have gained increased use by researchers, specifically for
applications to stem cell and tissue engineering. Because certain factors required for cellular growth or
response are only expressed and released when a fluid force is applied onto the cell, it becomes more
advantageous for stem cells and tissue scaffolds to be grown in a fluid flow environment rather than a
static one. For development of tissue scaffolds, researchers are using parallel plate flow chamber designs
to develop advanced parallel plate bioreactors. This raises the need to verify that a chamber design can
accurately provide adequate flow(s) for the development of cell cultures. A diagram of cells in a PPFC
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exposed to shear is provided in Figure 4, where Q refers to the volumetric flow rate, h is the height of the
chamber, and τwall is the shear stress along the cell layer.

Figure 4. Fluid Shear on Cells in a Parallel Plate Flow Chamber (Sorkin et al., 2004)
To observe the flow properties of PPFCs, some researchers have used dye injection for flow
visualization where a fluorescent dye is injected into the flow channel to visualize streamlines allowing
flow patterns to be identified and validated (Peterson, 1995). Micro-Particle Image Velocimetry (µ-PIV)
is a more advanced form of flow visualization that utilizes computer software. In µ-PIV, fluorescent
particles are placed in the fluid media that emit a wavelength frequency that can be detected and
measured when illuminating by a laser. Because of the amount of information about the flow field that
can be obtained, µ-PIV has become a desired method to measure and visualize streamlines.
1.3 Objectives of Thesis
The objective of this thesis was to reproduce and analyze some of the most common designs of
PPFCs in a computational fluid dynamic (CFD) protocol and to compare the results of each design and
assess their accuracy and how well they provide a uniform flow and adequate shear stress levels across
the flow channel. In addition, machining discrepancies (i.e. intolerances) were also assessed for one
design in order to introduce possible machining complications such as gaps between the cell slide and the
chamber floor and possible variations in height between the parallel plates.
Another part of this thesis was to incorporate biological cells into an arbitrary PPFC to determine
how the inclusion of biological cells into the system would affect flow when compared to the “clean
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chambers” that have no cells incorporated into their simulations. Instead of using atomic force
microscopy (AFM) or µ-PIV in order to get the three-dimensional surface topology of a confluent cell
monolayer, which are very cost intensive and require the growth and maintenance of cells, novel methods
to develop a cell layer topography were created and applied to the arbitrary system for comparison.
Sorkin et al. (2004) states that, for all PPFC chambers studied, uniform geometry of the cells is assumed
even though on the micro level, the cell topology is irregular. For simplification of generation, the
biological cells created in this thesis were considered uniform in size.
1.4 Flow Chambers Studied
The chambers chosen for this thesis were based off of a variety of designs and applications and
are the most commonly used and published. The designs cover a wide range for understanding how these
chambers have been used. Each chamber was designed using different methods and different types of
cells have run through these chambers.
It is important to note that Flow Chamber A is the only chamber for which complete dimensions
and measurements are known. For all other chambers, the dimensions and measurements were gathered
from their respective publications and the results obtained in this thesis never exactly matched what the
authors published. Instead, rational assumptions were made on certain parts of the chamber, such as the
inlet and outlet port dimensions and length and, if the results were close enough to the published results,
then it was assumed that the models generated were accurate. These “missing” dimensional measurements
are identified for each of the chamber designs and explained in their respective sections. For the most
part, the flow patterns and distributions match the publications of these designs with a slight variation in
the numerical values but still within close range of published results.
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1.4.1 Flow Chamber A
Flow Chamber A was developed by Dr. Donald Peterson of the University of Connecticut Health
Center in 1995 and is the main chamber for analysis in this thesis. A photograph of the chamber is shown
in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Flow Chamber A (Peterson, 1995)
This chamber has been operated at different flow rates in order to determine the variance in vascular cell
adhesion molecule (VCAM-1) generation as endothelial cells placed within are subjected to increasing
fluid flow rates. A table of the different flow rates observed and their respective Reynolds number,
entrance length, and shear stress are shown in Table 1. Experimentally, the measured VCAM-1 from the
various flow rates resulted in different amounts and is also shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Reynolds Number, Entrance Length, and Resulting Shear Stress and VCAM-1
Generation for Various Flow Rates (Peterson, 1995)
Volume Flow Rate Reynolds # Entrance Length
Shear Stress
Measured VCAM-1
Q, mL/min
Re
L, cm
τ, dynes/cm2
± Std Dev
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.334 ± 0.0053
1.67
0.52
0.001
0.06
0.288 ± 0.0073
80.00
24.71
0.05
2.94
0.290 ± 0.0169
167.00
51.71
0.10
6.14
0.192 ± 0.0053

A number of researchers have used this chamber to study bone cells and endothelial cells under
shear stress. Wadhwa et al. (2002) used this chamber to observe cyclo-oxygenase 2 (COX-2) in
osteoblasts by subjecting them to fluid flow. Prostaglandins are lipid compounds that can aid in the
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stimulation of mechanical loading for bone development. Cyclo-oxygenase (COX) is an enzyme that aids
in the production of prostaglandins, specifically COX-2, and is influenced by FSS acting on the
osteoblasts. Their results showed that FSS induces COX-2 gene expression through the extracellular
signal-regulated kinase (ERK) pathway and help in promoting mechanical loading in bone. FSS is
required to obtain maximum COX-2 levels and, from maximum levels, healthy bone structure. Mehrotra
et al. (2006) continued this work and studied the transcription factor core binding factor alpha 1 (Cbfa1)
and its importance in producing COX-2 in osteoblasts. MC3T3-E1 cells were exposed to FSS in the
chamber for 30 minutes then in a static medium for varying amounts of time. The authors concluded that
Cbfa1 aids in the production of COX-2 when osteoblasts are exposed to FSS and thus are a vital genetic
component in bone cell generation and differentiation.
Venkataraman et al. (2008) used this chamber to observe Sphingosine 1-Phosphate (S1P) levels
in endothelial cells, which play important roles in cardiovascular and immune reactions. It is usually
found bound to high density lipoproteins (HDL) and is released by vascular endothelial cells when
exposed to FSS. The authors were able to use Flow Chamber A to help prove that FSS on endothelial
cells release S1P to aid in maintaining hemostasis in the body.
1.4.2 Flow Chamber B
Flow Chamber B has been the most commonly used design among the flow chambers. In this
chamber, the inlet and outlet ports are located on the same side and pass through a slit onto the test area
that is either above or below the injection site, depending on the variation of the design. Fluid flows over
the cell region, which occupies an entire side of the parallel plate channel surface, with a machined slot to
allow for the placement of the slides, then the fluid passes through an exit slit and outlet port. The overall
design has not changed since initial conception in 1977 but minor changes were made to account for the
specific type of cells that were to be studied. The first publication of this design was by Richardson et al.
(1977) and his chamber was initially used to study the generation of artificial organs, where the authors
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used this chamber to observe platelet aggregation and adhesion to help in the generation of artificial
organs. As for the chamber itself, while an image of the chamber is provided, many measurements and
input values were not given in the publication; only the test area and channel thickness were given. A
drawing of the chamber is shown below in Figure 6.

Figure 6. Flow Chamber Used by Richardson et al. (1977)
This chamber design has been used by many researchers since Richardson et al. and more details
for the chamber dimensions and flow parameters have been provided. For example, Frangos et al. (1988)
provide the velocity and shear stress for a system developed to study human umbilical vein endothelial
cells (HUVEC) and how varying shear stress effects the production of prostacyclin. Here, the authors
concluded that shear stress aids in increasing the maximum amount of prostacyclin produced by
endothelial cells. Their chamber design is shown in Figure 7 and closely resembles that of Richardson et
al. in Figure 6. In Figure 7, A and B represent the inlet and outlet ports, respectively, C is the gas port
used to create a vacuum environment, D aids in removing bubbles from the chamber, E and F are the inlet
and outlet slits respectively, G is the gasket, and H is the glass slide on which the cells are placed. As
shown in G, screws are lined around the chamber to aid in preventing leakage of medium when the device
is running.
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Figure 7. Flow Chamber Used by Frangos et al. (1988)
Reviewing the design of the chamber itself, Frangos described the chamber as a simple and low
cost method for observing cells in a fluid environment with a constant exposure to shear stress, in order to
analyze chemical reactions. The flow chamber can be mounted to a microscope to allow for closer
examination and video recording of the cellular response to the fluid flow. Most of the apparatus is
assembled with glass and Teflon to reduce the possibility of leaking or evaporation. Frangos et al.
provided more data than Richardson et al., such as shear rates, heights and properties of the fluid medium.
This is the first publication to actually highlight the features of this specific design and to explain how the
chamber creates the flow as a validation. This design has become widely used because of these results and
is commonly referenced in studies involving PPFCs.
Another version of Flow Chamber B was developed by McCann et al. (2005) and the velocity
distribution using µ-PIV, aken at the midline height of the channel, is shown in Figure 8. This is one of
the most recent designs for this chamber and introduces flow visualization to use as a comparison. From
the figure, it is seen that the regions of higher velocity are located near the inflow and outflow regions as
indicated by the lighter-colored vectors. The authors aimed to prove in the publication that this type of
chamber develops non-uniform flow characteristics and this is evident based on their results. To make up
for this non-uniform flow across the chamber, the authors state that cells should either be averaged across
the entire region or sampled along the centerline of the chamber.
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Figure 8. µ-PIV Velocity Distribution (Vectors) Across Parallel Plate Flow Channel
(McCann et al., 2005)
In summary, this specific chamber design has been in use for over 30 years with only slight
variations in design. Also, all the other chamber designs, excluding Flow Chambers A and C, have used
this chamber as a design reference and can be assumed to be the standard chamber. This is considered one
of the earliest designs for a PPFC and has been used to study various types of cells under shear stress such
as endothelial, bone, cancer, and stem cell.
1.4.3 Flow Chamber C
Flow Chamber C was developed by Kaur et al. (2012) and was designed to be an inexpensive
chamber that is easy to manufacture. A photo of the chamber is shown in Figure 9 with a component
layout and assembly in Figure 10.

Figure 9. Flow Chamber C (Kaur et al., 2012)
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Figure 10. Part Assembly for Flow Chamber C (Kaur et al., 2012)
Both experimental testing on bovine aortic endothelial cells (BAEC) and computational fluid
dynamic (CFD) simulation (Fluent ANSYS, Canonsburg, PA) were done to validate the design of the
chamber. Velocity profiles taken at target shear stresses of 4 and 8 dyne/cm2 are shown in Figures 11 and
12 respectively.

Figure 11. Published Velocity Gradient Flow Chamber C with Target Shear Stress of 4 dyne/cm2
(Kaur et al., 2012)
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Figure 12. Published Velocity Gradient of Flow Chamber C with Target Shear Stress of 8 dyne/cm2
(Kaur et al., 2012)
This chamber was designed for exposing a small number of cells to FSS and is ideal for studying
cells that are difficult to cultivate in vitro. Experimentally, the design was validated by studying nitric
oxide production in endothelial cells exposed to shear stress. The results indicated that this design can
differentiate between different flow rates as indicated in the change of NO production between 0, 4, and 8
dyne/cm2 shear stress levels.
1.4.4. Flow Chamber D
Flow Chamber D was designed by Chung et al. (2003) and is based off the work of Frangos et al.
(1988) except for the inlet and outlet reservoirs and the inlet and outlet ports, which are on opposite sides
of the chamber instead of the same side. The addition of reservoirs in this design maintains a constant
shear stress region throughout the testing area. Modifications in the design were also made so that a larger
amount of cells could be studied multiple testing regions can be added.
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Figure 13. Flow Chamber D (Chung et al., 2003)
Chung et al. designed Flow Chamber D using an initial quantitative analysis for determining the
active test region (ATR). The numerical procedure for determining the optimal dimensions of the
chamber that used the standard fluid dynamic equations, such as continuity and Navier-Stokes. Also,
Chung et al. tested the effect of increasing the reservoir width 25% past the width of the chamber and
found that the exit and entrance lengths decreased by more than 75%. They state that numerical
computation is required in order to accurately define the ATR and confirm that the cells in this region will
be exposed to constant shear stress. CFD simulation (ADINA, Watertown, MA) used to verify the
hypothesized shear stress and to mathematically determine the shear stress distribution as shown in Figure
14, where the shear stress distribution at a flow rate of 151.3 ml/min is shown. The test section of this
chamber consisted of 3 slides as seen in Figure 13, with the first and last slides 2.2 cm away from the inlet
and outlet, respectively.
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Figure 14. Wall Shear Stress Distribution of Flow Chamber D (Chung et al., 2003)
1.4.5 Flow Chamber E
Flow Chamber E was initially introduced by Dol et al. (2010) and further studied by Viegas et al.
(2011). Dol introduced this design and validated using CFD software (Fluent), as seen in Figure 15 with
the top and side view measurements seen in Figure 16. One noticeable aspect of Flow Chamber E is that
the inlet and outlet slits are taller than the other chambers so there is enough space for the flow to become
fully developed before entering the test region where the cells are placed; however, specific heights of the
slits were not mentioned. Flow enters through the inlet port and expands to fill the inlet slit region, then
enters the testing region and flows over the cell culture, up through the exit slit, and exits through the
outlet port.

Figure 15. Flow Chamber E (Viegas et al., 2011)
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Viegas et al. used this chamber to experimentally test endothelial cell exposure to Methicillinresistant Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA) and in addition, they introduced CFD simulations (Fluent) at the
cellular surface to validate the results obtained with using their chamber. The CFD representation of the
cell layer was created using µ-PIV markers as measurement points along the cell surface to yield a
cellular topology, where 225 µ-PIV markers were used to define the cell height in the region and
interpolated to construct the resulting surface. The cell region that was produced was a 700 by 700 µm
region located at an unknown location in the chamber.

Figure 16. Side and Top Views with Dimension Measurements and μ-PIV Markers of Flow
Chamber E (Viegas et al., 2011)
The cell layer that was generated from µ-PIV is shown in Figure 17 and the CFD simulation
result is presented in Figure 18. This chamber is one of the very few that performed and presented CFD
analysis of the cell layer in a PPFC. The layout of Figure 18 shows that the region of higher shear stress
correlate to the peaks of the cell layers with the color contour distribution matching the µ-PIV layer
generated in Figure 17.
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Figure 17. Topological Grid of the Cell Layer in Flow Chamber E (Viegas et al., 2011)

Figure 18. Distribution of Wall Shear Stress over the Cell Layer in Flow Chamber E (Viegas et al.,
2011)
In summary, Chambers A through E and their applications provide a comprehensive idea as to the
history and development of PPFCs. From the beginning with the early designs, the only form of
verification of the chamber was with experimental studies of cells and dye injection to observe
streamlines. This has progressed to include micro-particle image velocimetry (µ-PIV) to better track flow
through the system and computational fluid dynamics (CFD) for computer simulation of the chambers to
identify fluid values more accurately.
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1.5 Computational Fluid Dynamics
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) is a simulation tool that can aid in theoretically modeling
the fluid flow inside a flow chamber. Utilizing the Finite Volume Method (FVM), the chamber region is
converted into a mesh-like, three-dimensional grid, where each cell is solved iteratively until the entire
region is converged onto a value.
There are three steps that are taken in order to obtain a CFD solution. First is the Pre-Processor
step in which a mathematical model is generated using the Governing Equations and the defined
boundary conditions. The Governing Equations are the Mass (Continuity) and Momentum (NavierStokes) Conservation Equations that are given, respectively, as

where ρ is the fluid density, p is the pressure, μ is the dynamic viscosity, u is the position vector, and v is
the velocity vector. A three-dimensional grid is formed throughout the fluid region and is used to solve
these equations for the system. The boundary conditions are defined for the fluid region and, for parallel
plate flow chambers, these conditions consist of an inlet, an outlet, and the wall boundaries. Finally, the
fluid region is also defined by its density, viscosity, initial velocity, and direction of flow.
The next step in this process is to solve for the system numerically. With the aid of computer
software, there are various methods of quickly generating a solution. Using the Governing Equations, the
software solves for each of the cells using FVM, where the equations are then discretized (i.e., converted
from the integral form to an algebraic form). To calculate and solve the grid of calculation nodes, the
software uses an algorithm known as the Semi-Implicit Method for Pressure-Linked Equations
(SIMPLE). This algorithm is a “guess-and-correct” procedure to calculate the pressure on the mesh grid
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that can, in turn, calculate the momentum of the system. Assuming one dimensional (1D), uniform flow
in the PPFC, the equation for discretization is

where p* is the guessed pressure field and

is the summation of the neighboring cells, where an

initial guess for p* is made and the equation is computed. If the value is not correct, a new pressure value
from this initial guess is then calculated into the algorithm and this process continues until it converges
onto a single value. The velocity and other fields are then determined from this final pressure value.
The final step in this process is Post-Processing. After the fluid system is solved and the solution
is converged, it can be analyzed values such as shear stress, velocity, and pressure can be studied. In
addition, advanced CFD software programs have the ability to create animations, in order to trace particle
flow within the system.
A major advantage of CFD is reducing the amount of testing time when creating a PPFC. Instead
of potentially repetitive building and physical testing to verify the design of a chamber, one can simulate
it and, based on the results, make the appropriate adjustments before actual construction and experimental
testing, saving material use and construction time. In addition, as this thesis demonstrates, it can analyze
current and published designs more accurately to better understand the fluid characteristics throughout
these devices. This is important because many publications claim that their chambers generate uniform
flow, with only a small number using CFD simulations to further verify their claims. The analysis
presented in this thesis helps to provide a more comprehensive look at these chambers and to determine
what further analysis needs to be done to better understand fluid forces on cells and the resulting chemical
or physical cellular response. CFD analysis with the inclusion of biological cells in a PPFC represent
advancements in CFD software that have allowed for more detailed analyses and inclusion of factors
previously considered negligible due to computational ability.
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2. Methods
CFD simulations were done for the flow chamber designs presented in the introduction section of
this thesis. The chambers chosen have been used, and published, by many researchers and can be
considered to be the most common designs. It is important to take to note that the dimensions of the
chambers, except for Flow Chamber A, were obtained from their respective publications. It is evident in
the publications that nearly all the designs were primarily focused on applying its use to a specific
application rather than for varying use. Most of the chambers focused on studying the chemical and
physical responses of the cells that were exposed to a fluid shear, and were designed to help prove a
hypothesis and may not necessarily have been about understanding the fluid flow over the cell region.
Because of this, some chamber details were omitted not published that would be important for extremely
accurate simulation purposes.
When generating the CAD models of the flow chamber for use in the CFD protocol, the fluid
regions were used rather than the complete physical dimensions of the chamber, since the focus for
simulation is the fluid that flows through the device instead of the device itself. The dimensions of these
fluid regions were gathered from the publications even though sufficient details as to the dimensions and
measurements of the fluid regions along with values for viscosity and density were not given. This
resulted in interpretation of the figures and results, in order to solve for missing values. Specific omitted
values are discussed further for each chamber in their respective sub-sections. For all other chambers,
since the measurements were gathered from the publications, the results never exactly matched what the
authors obtained. Instead, assumptions were made on certain parts of the chamber, such as the inlet and
outlet port dimensions and length, and the results were then in a close enough range to the published
results that it could be assumed that the models generated were accurate. These “missing” measurements
are identified for each of the chamber designs and explained in their respective sections. For the most
part, the flow patterns and distribution do match the publications of these designs with the numerical
values sometimes being slightly askew.
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The fluid regions were modeled using SolidWorks 2012 (Dassault Systèmes, Waltham, MA). The
designs were then exported as an STL file and imported into the CFD software program, STAR-CCM+
v8.02.011 (CD-Adaptco, Melville, NY), where a computational mesh was created. The parameters for the
mesh were set to Surface Remesher, Trimmer, and Prism Layer Mesher with a uniform mesh size of 100
µm for all desgins. In addition Parallel and Per Region Meshing were used to help speed up the process
by utilizing more cores on the computer. Afterwards, boundaries were defined (inlet, outlet, and wall),
and values for flow rate, viscosity, and density were inputted. The simulation was then run for 1,000
iterations or until convergence of meshed cells occurred. These results were taken as the chambers
without cells or “clean” chambers. While the fluid geometry could have been created in the CFD software
itself, removing the need for conversion and transfer from one program to another, creating the geometry
is easier in a CAD program and allows the ability to apply more complicated geometry into the design
later on, such as when cells are applied to the chamber.
The cell layer applied to the chamber is of considerable importance because this will help give an
understanding of what the flow would look like when the chamber is in use. The purpose of simulating
without cells is to establish a comparison point amongst the different designs. The only design that
simulates a cell layer using CFD is the design of Flow Chamber E. This cell layer was generated from the
μ-PIV measurements which were used to create the layer. The cell image and methods that used will be
discussed further on in this section in greater detail and a comparison and analysis of these methods with
the μ-PIV marker method is presented in the Results and Discussion.
2.1 Clean Flow Chambers
2.1.1 Flow Chamber A
This is the chamber developed by Dr. Donald Peterson of the University of Connecticut Health
Center in 1995. This is the main chamber to which all other designs are compared. Note that this is the
only chamber for which complete measurements were known.
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For the parameters of this chamber, the dimensions of the test region of the parallel plates are
6.731 cm wide, 24.13 cm long, and 0.0508 cm high. Density was set to 0.991 g/cm3 and viscosity to 0.7
cP and the cell region of this chamber is 13.5 cm by 7.62 cm giving an area of 102.87 cm2. The flow rate
of the fluid through the system was set to 1.67, 80, and 167 mL/min as per the flow rates described by
Peterson. A Drawing of the fluid region of the chamber is shown in Figure 19.

Figure 19. CAD Drawing of Fluid Region of Chamber A (Peterson, 1995)
When initially constructed, the only verification applied to test Chamber A was with flow
visualization using dye injection which was suitable to confirm that the chamber generates steady flow
across the parallel plate region; however, with the advancement of simulation software, CFD analysis can
more easily be used to better verify the design before any experimental applications. A CFD analysis was
performed for this chamber.
Other versions of this chamber have been developed by Peterson and used by researchers
(Wadhwa et al., 2002, Venkataraman et al., 2008, and Jung et al., 2012). These variations were also
simulated, in order to completely understand the flow inside Chamber A. In addition, the effects of
machine tolerance during construction on flow across the test section were also simulated. Instead of one
large cell region as originally published by Peterson (1995), one version of Chamber A incorporated four
standard size microscope slides slots of 2.54 cm long and width 6.731 cm to help study smaller colonies
of biological cells such as bone cells. Also, a smaller version of Chamber A was built in which the length
of the fluid region was shortened from 24.13 cm to 21.59 cm. In addition, when examining the machined
surfaces under a surface microscope, it was observed that there was some space in between the end of the
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machined surfaces and the slides. This was measured to be 74.5 µm wide and 50 µm deep and referred to
as a “gap”. While insignificant on the macro level, it is significant in the micro level so simulations of
microflow and how the gaps impact shear stress on the cells were also studied. In addition, there was
some variance in height of about 25 µm between the slide and the machined surface which was also
included in simulations with the slide higher (“Step Up”) and the slide lower (“Step Down”) than the
machined surface. The different gap configurations are shown close up in Figures 20, 21, and 22.

Figure 20. Flow Chamber A with Inclusion of Gap

Figure 21. Flow Chamber A with Inclusion of Gap and Slide Above Surface (“Step Up”)

Figure 22. Flow Chamber A with Inclusion of Gap and Slide Below Surface (“Step Down”)
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2.1.2 Flow Chamber B
Flow Chamber B was defined as the design used by McCann et al. (2005), where the flow region
is 6.4 cm long, 0.25 cm wide and 0.022 cm high and the density of the fluid is defined as 1.004 g/cm3 and
the viscosity was set to 1 cP.

Figure 23. CAD Drawing of Fluid Region of Flow Chamber B (McCann et al., 2005)
This chamber design has been in use for over 30 years, with only slight variations in design since
original fabrication by Richardson et al. (1977), making it a good design to study and compare as it is
considered the “standard” design by many researchers. This is considered one of the earliest designs for a
PPFC and has been used to study various types of cells under shear stress such as endothelial, bone,
cancer, and stem cell. Please refer to the Introduction section for more information as to history of
development of design and applications it was used in.
2.1.3 Flow Chamber C
The fluid region of Flow Chamber C was defined as 1.9 cm long, 0.5 cm wide and 0.025 cm high.
Viscosity was given as 0.753 cP but no density was given in the publications so the density of water was
used for simulation purposes (1.0 g/cm3). Flow rate was also not given but was calculated using given
values of target shear stress, density, viscosity, and dimensions of the chamber.
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Figure 24. CAD Drawing of Fluid Region of Flow Chamber C (Kaur et al., 2012)
The authors used Fluent (ANSYS, Canonsburg, PA) to simulate the chamber without biological
cells and indicated that the velocity remains uniform between the parallel plates. While the locations of
the cells were not described in the chamber, it is assumed that it is the entire region between the parallel
plates, based on the procedure described in their publication.
2.14 Flow Chamber D
The design of the Flow Chamber D has the inlet and outlet ports on opposite sides when
compared to Flow Chamber B, where the ports are located on the same side. The authors believed that
this causes the flow pattern to be more symmetrical than the Chamber B design. The fluid region of this
chamber is shown below with the “short” reservoir design Figure 25 and the “long” reservoir design in
Figure 26.

Figure 25. CAD Drawing of Fluid Region of Flow Chamber D of “Short” Reservoir Length (Chung
et al., 2003)
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Figure 26. CAD Drawing of Fluid Region of Flow Chamber D of “Long” Reservoir Length (Chung
et al., 2003)
The dimensions used for this simulation were that the parallel plate region was 16.5 cm long and
7.6 cm wide with a height of 254 µm. The dimensions of the cross section of the reservoirs are of equal
values with the height and width 1.6 cm and 1.9 cm, respectively. The reservoir length of the “short”
chamber is the same width as the parallel plate width (7.6 cm), while the reservoir length of the “long”
chamber is 25% longer (9.6 cm). The test region for this chamber is defined as 2.2 cm away from the inlet
and outlet slits from the reservoir. Although not presented, the test region consisted of three machined
slots for the placement of microscope slides.
2.1.5 Flow Chamber E
The model of fluid region generated is shown in Figure 27. The parallel plate region was taken to
be 4.6 cm long and 1.25 cm wide and the height of the chamber was 254 µm based off of Viegas et al.
(2011). (It should be noted that Dol et al. (2010) used a chamber height of 127 µm.) The fluid used had a
density of 0.9852 g/cm3 and a viscosity of 0.831 cP with flow rates at 0.414 and 2.070 ml/min. The inlet
and outlet ports and slits were not defined in any of the publications, so rational assumptions were made.

Figure 27. CAD Drawing of Fluid Region of Flow Chamber E (Dol et al., 2010)
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2.1.6 Summary of Flow Chamber Designs
An overall summary of the different chambers, along with their respective dimensions and flow values, is
presented in Tables 2 and 3.

Chamber

A
B
C
D
E

Chamber

A
B
C
D
E

Table 2. Summary of Flow Chamber Design Dimensions
Length Width Height
Density
Notes
Cell Area (cm2)
(cm)
(cm)
(cm)
(g/cm3)
1 Slide (6.731 cm x
24.13
6.731
0.0508
114.75
0.991
13.5 cm)
4 Slides (6.731 cm
24.13
6.731
0.0508 68.4 (17.1 each)
0.991
x 2.54 cm each)
7.53
3.52
0.033
Entire Region
1.0
1.9
0.5
0.025
Entire Region
1.0
3 Slide (7.6 cm x
16.5
7.6
0.0254
91.96
0.998
12.1 cm)
4.6
1.25
0.0254
Entire Region
0.9852
Table 3. Summary of Flow Chamber Design Flow Parameters
Target Shear
Reynolds
Notes
Flow Rate (mL/min)
Stress (dyne/cm2)
Number
0.517, 24.772,
Length I
0.059, 2.847, 5.944
51.711
1.67, 80, 167
0.585, 28.044,
Length II
0.067, 3.224, 6.730
43.906
43.8 ± 2.9
11.3 ± 1.0
20.739
1.6600266, 3.3198
4, 8
5.533, 11.066
Short
73.56, 151.24, 236.68
15.0, 30.1, 48.0
16.1, 33.1, 51.8
Long
127 µm
0.414, 2.070
3.16, 15.807
2, 10
254 µm
2, 10
0.65, 3.27

Viscosity (cP)
0.7
0.7
1.0
0.753
1.0
0.831

Computational
Cells
16,162,262
14,608,472
1,375,969
29,436
6,682,729
13,737,004
680,125
2,183,713

Assuming an average endothelial cell dimension of 20 microns long and 10 microns high, the
approximate number of endothelial cells in the test area of each design as presented in Table 4. The
estimated number of endothelial cells gives an actual reference to how many cells are being exposed. As
shown, Chamber A, for the single slide orientation, and Chamber D have the largest number of cells and
the chambers having the largest test areas. Certain applications utilizing PPFCs require many cells,
especially those involving endothelial cells.
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Table 4. Estimated Number of Endothelial Cells Throughout Test Area
Chamber
Notes
Number of Endothelial Cells
1 Slide
45,434,250
A
4 Slide
3,419,348 (854,837 per slide)
13,252,800
B
475,000
C
45,980,000
D
2,875,000
E

2.1.7 Comparison of Chambers
After replicating the designs of the various publications, the chambers were compared with each
other by setting all fluid regions to a target wall shear stress value. In endothelial shear studies, the most
common setting for the PPFCs is a target of 10 dyne/cm2. The mass flow rate values for each of the
chambers to reach the target shear stress were determined mathematically and are presented in Table 5.
These flow rates were then utilized in STAR-CCM+ with the corresponding designs.
Table 5. Mass Flow Rate Values for Chamber
Designs to Obtain a Target of 10 dyne/cm2
Flow Chamber
Mass Flow Rate (ml/min)
A
281
B
C
D
E

38
4
49
2

2.2 Cell Layer Construction
After simulating the chambers in a clean flow, a cell layer was applied to an arbitrary parallel
plate fluid region, in order to observe how the flow is affected when cells are inserted into the chambers.
As previously mentioned, only Flow Chamber E ran a CFD simulation with the inclusion of cells, which
was done using μ-PIV to generate points that were interpolated to create a cell layer. These methods of
generating cell monolayer topologies were developed as an alternative to topologies obtained using very
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expensive, and not commonly available, equipment (i.e., µ-PIV, AFM). In addition, no database of threedimensional cell layer topologies exist that could be used in these pilot CFD investigations
To create a cell layer, various methods and software were used. For comparison purposes, each
method used 600 x 600 micron region, which was arrayed into a 5x5 overlapped grid that was applied to
an arbitrary parallel plate region 10 mm long and 2.5 mm wide.
2.2.1 Cell Layer 1
A makeshift, or sculpted, cell layer was constructed using large spherical beads and a thin cloth,
which was placed over the beads and fashioned as the three-dimensional cellular surface. This is the only
cell layer that used a cell orientation that was not based on any image or scan; instead, the beads were
placed in a random orientation. The Microsoft Kinect (Microsoft, Redmond, WA) was used to scan the
sculpted layer and import it into SolidWorks for editing and refining for CFD use as seen in Figure 28.

Figure 28. Single Scanned Cell Layer Using Kinect (Cell Layer 1). a) Photograph of Sculpted Setup
b) Scanned Surface
The layer was scaled to approximate cellular dimensions and placed inside an arbitrary parallel
plate region, where flow was analyzed at varying heights of 127 µm, 254 µm, and 508 µm at a mass flow
rate of 1 ml/min. The heights chosen represent the most common chamber heights used in most designs.
Computational cell size of the CFD mesh was set to a 25 micron length and width. Figure 29 shows a
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larger representation of this cell layer that covers a “cut-and-paste” region of 5x5 for a larger-scale
analysis. This results in a 3 mm x 3 mm biological cell region and was used in comparison amongst the
other cell layer methods.

Figure 29. 5x5 Array of Cell Layer 1
One main aspect of applying a cell layer is to determine how the height of the flow channel
influences results. Depending on the experiment being conducted, the height between the parallel plates
can impact on the type of shear stress the researcher would want to enact onto the cells. To determine this,
the cell layer generated using the Kinect was used in between two parallel plates at varying distances
from each other.
2.2.2. Cell Layer 2
Another method that was used took an image of a cell layer from Vogel et al. (2007) and by
marking the nuclei points on the image, a cell layer was generated. The image from Vogel et al. is shown
in Figure 30 and represents the response of the HUVEC cells to shear stress after 24 hours of being
exposed to 10 dyne/cm2 of shear stress. The black arrow indicates the direction of flow across the cell
region. More specifically, this image was adjusted in ImageJ (Fiji, NIH, Bethesda, MD) in order to better
identify the location of the nuclei, also shown in Figure 30, and then imported into SolidWorks where the
image was transformed into a three-dimensional representation by placing a virtual cell at each nuclei
location. A three-dimensional version of this cell layout is shown in Figure 31.
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Figure 30. Unaltered (left) and Altered (right) Image after Using ImageJ Analysis Software (Vogel
et al., 2007)

Figure 31. Three Dimensional Image of Cell Layer Derived from Vogel et al. (2007)
This model was then imported into Autodesk 3ds Max 2013 (Autodesk, San Rafael, CA), where a
simulated cloth was placed over the imported figure to construct the three-dimensional surface of a
confluent cell monolayer to be applied in a flow chamber as seen in Figure 32.

Figure 32. 3ds Max Generated Confluent Cell Monolayer (Cell Layer 2)
Since the dimensions of the cell were only 600 by 600 microns, the cell monolayer was arrayed to
the appropriate size of the chamber that was being simulated. In order to multiply the region to cover the
cell region of Chamber A, the figure was arrayed into a 25x25 region from which the cloth simulation
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was conducted. The resulting image was simulated in STAR-CCM+. In addition, a 5x5 region, as seen in
Figure 33, was also generated to compare with the other cell layer simulations.

Figure 33. 5x5 Array of Cell Layer 2
2.2.3 Cell Layer 3
As an alternate method to using 3ds Max, the original figure shown in Figure 31 that was created
in SolidWorks was completely modified in the SolidWorks to create a confluent monolayer. Instead of a
cloth simulation, the cells were fused together by filleting around each individual cell in the area to mimic
biological cell confluence. The resulting cell region with the original image applied on the surface is
shown in Figure 34. The resulting array applied to the 10 mm by 2.5 mm parallel plate region is shown in
Figure 35.

Figure 34. SolidWorks Generated Cell Layer with Original Image Superimposed
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Figure 35. 5x5 Array of Cell Layer 3
Utilizing these three different methods allow for the low-cost and simple creation of a cell layer
for use in a CFD simulation. CFD simulations until this point have primarily simulated parallel plate flow
and chamber designs without any biological cells. This has been acceptable in observing flow on the
macro scale but as the progression of the study of shear stress on cells has shown, the flow at the microscale is much different and requires that the layer is included and studied in CFD simulations for more
comprehensive results. These different layer construction technologies provide a cheaper alternative to
current methods of generating a cell layer such as atomic force microscopy (AFM) and micro-particle
image velocimetry (µ-PIV) which are very expensive.
Computational limitations had been the primary reason why this type of simulation analysis has
not been studied. It is worth noting that there is a difference in shear stress and velocity depending on
where each individual cell is located in the cell layer. In order to account for this, each individual cell
would have to be considered its own boundary and simulated into the system. From this, an overall value
could be obtained that is more accurate than just examining the layer as a whole.
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3. Results
All simulations performed in the CFD protocol used a uniform meshing size of a 100 µm by 100
µm square computational cell and, as a result, larger chambers have more computational cells than
smaller chambers. In addition, computational simulations on some designs resulted in minor visual
differences in scalar distributions due to mesh size (as shown in certain figures) but an overall analysis of
the simulation was still obtained. Adjustment in the meshing size alleviates this issue but does not allow
for uniform comparisons between designs, based on a consistent mesh size.
3.1 Clean Chamber Analysis
The results obtained by performing the CFD simulations on the different flow chambers helped to
provide a better understanding of parallel plate flow chamber design and the forces that occur in these
devices. In general, shear stress and velocity distributions of the flow channel, as well as the vertical
velocity of the chamber at the center of the channel, are shown for all designs. Note that, within the
publications, velocity was taken at the mid-height of the channel but for the comparison of the PPFCs at
the target uniform shear stress of 10 dyne/cm2 and for the cell layer analysis in this thesis, velocity was
measured at 1 µm above the surface. In addition, all contour figures show the top view of these flow
regions. Finally, velocity, pressure, and shear stress plots for all the chambers are not provided until the
section on “Comparison of All Chamber Designs”; however, these plots are provided for the initial
analysis of Flow Chamber A.
3.1.1 Flow Chamber A
Flow Chamber A contained the most information of the dimensions and flow values and the
simulated results closely matched the published values of shear stress and velocity. Figure 36 shows the
wall shear stress distribution across the chamber and Figure 37 shows the velocity streamlines at the midheight of the chamber (254 µm) for a flow rate of 1.67 ml/min.
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Figure 36. Shear Stress Distribution of Chamber A at 1.67 ml/min

Figure 37. Velocity Distribution of Chamber A at 1.67 ml/min
Plots of the shear stress, along the length and width of the test region at the walls and centerline
of the flow channel, are shown in Figure 38 and 39 respectively. Reported target shear stress is 0.06
dyne/cm2 and the simulated results along the centerline are close to this target value.

Figure 38. Shear Stress Across Length of Chamber A Test Area at 1.67 ml/min
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Figure 39. Shear Stress Across Width of Chamber A Test Area at 1.67 ml/min
From the figures, there is a consistent pattern for measurements taken at the centerline, walls,
inlet, and outlet regions of the test section. For the shear across the length of the test section, the walls
show slight spikes due to computational inconsistencies; however, a constant value is clearly seen. A finer
mesh size or a longer iterative process would possibly remove these spikes. The shear across the width
shows a flat curve for shear stress at a uniform value, except for very close to the walls (i.e., start and end
of the curve).
Peterson also tested Flow Chamber A at 80 ml/min and 167 ml/min and these flow rates were
simulated as well with the shear stress and velocity contours shown below in Figure 40 to 43.

Figure 40. Shear Stress Distribution of Chamber A at 80 ml/min
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Figure 41. Velocity Distribution of Chamber A at 80 ml/min

Figure 42. Shear Stress Distribution of Chamber A at 167 ml/min

Figure 43. Velocity Distribution of Chamber at 167 ml/min
Plots for Shear Stress at 80 ml/min and 167 ml/min are shown in Figures 44 to 47 and show the
same pattern as the plots run at 1.67 ml/min (Figures 38 and 39), except at different shear stress values
where the reported shear stress was 2.94 and 6.14 dyne/cm2 for 80 ml/min and 167 ml/min, respectively.
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Figure 44. Shear Stress Across Length of Chamber A Test Area at 80 ml/min

Figure 45. Shear Stress Across Width of Chamber A Test Area at 80 ml/min
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Figure 46. Shear Stress Across Length of Chamber A Test Area at 167 ml/min

Figure 47. Shear Stress Across Width of Chamber A Test Area at 167 ml/min
Pressure for all three flow rates is shown in Figure 48. Note that the pressure distribution across
the channel at 1.67 ml/min being smaller than at 80 ml/min and 167 ml/min. The region between the
black bars represents the test area.
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Figure 48. Pressure of Chamber A at Various Flow Rates
It is evident from these results that Flow Chamber A provides a constant and steady flow
throughout the test region where cells are placed, which is crucial in order to provide uniform flow. The
only parts of the chamber with varying shear stress and velocity are at the inlet and outlet slits before and
after the fluid has past the cell region; however, the entrance and exit lengths do not reach the cell slide
region (i.e. test area) and, as a result, do not affect the biological cells. If the biological cells are placed
away from the walls in the test area, it can be assumed that uniform shear will be applied to all cells.
3.1.1.1 Inclusion of Machined Tolerancing to the Flow Channel Model
Applying certain physical variations of Chamber A, there was not much of a change in shear
stress across the “gap only” alteration as shown in Figures 49 and 50 with Figure 49 identifying the test
area located between the gaps (represented by the vertical black bars).
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Figure 49. Shear Stress Distribution of Length I at 80 ml/min With Gap

Figure 50. Shear Stress Distribution of Length II at 80 ml/min With Gap
Altering the height of the test region, so that it was either below or above the machined flow
channel height, resulted in noticeable changes in shear that varied ±0.3 dyne/cm2 from the original height.
This value is the actual shear that is applied to the cells located in the slide region.

Figure 51. Shear Stress Distribution of Length I at 80 ml/min With Step Down
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Figure 52. Shear Stress Distribution of Length II at 80 ml/min With Step Down

Figure 53. Shear Stress Distribution of Length I at 80 ml/min With Step Up

Figure 54. Shear Stress Distribution of Length II at 80 ml/min With Step Up
When replacing the large single slide with the four smaller slides, there is a more noticeable
difference between Length I and Length II and amongst the slides themselves. Figures 55 through 60 have
the test areas for each slide marked and numbered as a reference. Dimensions of each slide is 6.731 cm by
2.54 cm for both lengths.
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Figure 55. Shear Stress of Length I Four Slide at 80 ml/min With Gap Only

Figure 56. Shear Stress of Length II Four Slide at 80 ml/min With Gap Only

Figure 57. Shear Stress of Length I Four Slide at 80 ml/min With Step Down
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Figure 58. Shear Stress of Length II Four Slide at 80 ml/min With Step Down

Figure 59. Shear Stress of Length I Four Slide at 80 ml/min With Step Up

Figure 60. Shear Stress of Length II Four Slide at 80 ml/min With Step Up
Plots comparing the different lengths, as well as plots along the walls, center, and midlines of the
cell regions are presented in Figures 61 to 65.
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Figure 61. Shear Stress Plot for Length I Single Slide Test Area (13.5 cm in Length)

Figure 62. Shear Stress Plot for Length II Single Slide Test Area (13.5 cm in Length)
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Figure 63. Shear Stress Plot of Single Slide Test Area with Gap Only (13.5 cm in Length)

Figure 64. Shear Stress Plot of Single Slide Test Area with Slide Step Down (13.5 cm in Length)
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Figure 65. Shear Stress Plot of Single Slide Test Area with Slide Step Up (13.5 cm in Length)
When using the four slide configuration, the plots are more distinct and it is clear to see that each
slide is exposed to different shear stress levels as shown in Figures 66 and 67. In these figures, the
numbers 1 through 4 represent the same test areas as seen in Figures 55 through 60.

Figure 66. Shear Stress Plot for Length I Chamber with Four Slide Test Areas
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Figure 67. Shear Stress Plot for Length II Chamber with Four Slide Test Areas
Comparisons of the Length I and Length II are given in Figures 68, 69, and 70. Note that since
the slides are located at different positions along the chambers and the chambers themselves are different
lengths, the plots do not align between Length I and Length II.

Figure 68. Shear Stress Plot of Four Slide Test Areas with Gap Only
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Figure 69. Shear Stress Plot of Four Slide Test Areas with Slide Step Down

Figure 70. Shear Stress Plot of Four Slide Test Areas with Step Up
What is commonly seen from the graphs above and the contour distributions from Figures 55
through 60 is that the first and last slide are within the entrance and exit lengths of the chamber,
respectively. This causes a greater variation of shear across the slide and means that the cells are not
exposed to uniform shear. This is also more noticeable in Length II. In addition, at the beginning and end
of each slide, there are high shear stress values that drop down to a uniform level as it flows across the
slide and increases exponentially as it reaches the end of the slide indicating that there are exit and
entrance lengths for the slides themselves due to the geometry of the gaps.
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3.1.2 Flow Chamber B
Flow Chamber B was based on McCann et al. (2005) and the computed shear stress and velocity
distributions are shown in Figures 71 and 72, respectively, where the flow rate used according to the
publication, was 43.8 ml/min. The velocity vector distribution presented in the publication is shown in
Figure 8 (Introduction section) and it can be seen that the results are similar.

Figure 71. Shear Stress Distribution of Flow Chamber B at 43.8 ml/min

Figure 72. Velocity Distribution of Flow Chamber B at 43.8 ml/min
3.1.3 Flow Chamber C
Simulating Flow Chamber C, introduced by Kaur et al. (2011), using CFD, the results were
observed to closely match the values listed in the publication. The target shear stresses used were 4 and 8
dyne/cm2 and using the wall shear stress equation (Eq. 1), the initial flow rates inputted into the solution
were 1.66 and 3.32 ml/min respectively. The resulting shear stress distributions are shown in Figures 73
and 74 and, as seen, the average shear stress across the majority of the region is in the range of the values
given by the authors.
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Figure 73. Shear Stress Distribution at 4 dyne/cm2 Target of Chamber C

Figure 74. Shear Stress Distribution at 8 dyne/cm2 Target of Chamber C
Velocity distributions across the chamber for each of the target shear stress rates are presented in
figures 75 and 76. The publication results can be found in the Introduction in Figures 11 and 12,
respectively, when comparing to the CFD results obtained by Kaur et al. It can be seen that the
distributions match between the two different figures despite the different software programs used for
simulation.

Figure 75. Velocity Distribution at 4 dyne/cm2 Target of Chamber C
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Figure 76. Velocity Distribution at 8 dyne/cm2 Target of Chamber C
3.1.4 Flow Chamber D
Flow Chamber D was designed according to the specifications presented in Chung et al. (2003).
Short and long reservoirs were presented in the publication and are replicated here in Figures 77 and 78 at
a flow rate of 151.24 ml/min giving a target shear stress of 30 dyne/cm2.

Figure 77. Shear Stress with Target of 30 dyne/cm2 of Chamber D with Short Reservoir

Figure 78. Shear Stress with Target of 30 dyne/cm2 of Chamber D with Long Reservoir
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Due to the need for meshing size to be uniform for all chambers studied, Figure 77 has uneven
meshing from computational calculations. An adjustment in cell size would alleviate this but would also
adjust the cell size and the number of computational cells used and not allow for an accurate comparison
between simulations. From the Figures, Flow Chamber D shows uniform flow based on the range that
was used. It is also clear that the longer reservoir design had better uniform distribution than the shorter
reservoir, which Chung et al. concluded as well. (The publication CFD results are presented in Figure 14
in the Introduction.) Velocity distributions for this chamber are shown in Figure 79 for the short reservoir
and Figure 80 for the long reservoir.

Figure 79. Velocity Distribution with Target of 30 dyne/cm2 of Chamber D with Short Reservoir

Figure 80. Velocity Distribution with Target of 30 dyne/cm2 of Chamber D with Long Reservoir
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3.1.5 Flow Chamber E
Flow Chamber E was modeled primarily using two publications, Dol et al. (2010) and Viegas et
al. (2011), in which the designs were the same except for the height of the chamber. Both publications
had a target shear of 2 and 10 dyne/cm2, so only flow rates were different between the designs as they
were simulated. Shear stress and velocity with the target of 2 dyne/cm2 for both heights are shown in
Figures 81 through 84.

Figure 81. Shear Stress with Target of 2 dyne/cm2 of Chamber E with Height 127 µm

Figure 82. Shear Stress with Target of 2 dyne/cm2 of Chamber E with Height 254 µm

Figure 83. Mid-height Velocity with Target of 2 dyne/cm2 of Chamber E with Height 127 µm
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Figure 84. Mid-height Velocity with Target of 2 dyne/cm2 of Chamber E with Height 254 µm
Differences in the distribution can be seen for the 254 µm height simulation which may be due to
meshing issues. Due to the initial flow rates for the heights, there is a variation in range for velocity
across the chamber. The shear stresses are in the same range as the calculated target stress of 2 dyne/cm2.
3.1.6 Comparison of All Chamber Designs
In order to compare these various chamber designs, they were all simulated to achieve a
theoretically calculated target shear stress of 10 dyne/cm2. The resulting flow rates required for each
chamber is provided in Table 5 for this target shear stress and was calculated from the dimensions of the
parallel plate region only and not with the inclusion of the dimensions of the inlet and outlet ports,
reservoirs, or slits. Once they were simulated in STAR-CCM+, the shear stress values were observed to
vary from the theoretical value as a direct comparison of the chambers were made. Shear stresses of
Chambers A through E are shown in Figures 85 through 104 across the length and width of the test area
along with histograms of the shear stress and velocity distributions.
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Flow Chamber A

Figure 85. Shear Stress Distribution of Flow Chamber A with Target of 10 dyne/cm2

Figure 86. Shear Stress Across Length of Chamber A with Target of 10 dyne/cm2

Figure 87. Shear Stress Across Width of Chamber A with Target of 10 dyne/cm2
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Figure 88. Shear Stress Histogram of Flow Chamber A with Target of 10 dyne/cm2
Flow Chamber B

Figure 89. Shear Stress Distribution of Flow Chamber B with Target of 10 dyne/cm2
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Figure 90. Shear Stress Across Length of Chamber B with Target of 10 dyne/cm2

Figure 91. Shear Stress Across Width of Chamber B with Target of 10 dyne/cm2
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Figure 92. Shear Stress Histogram of Flow Chamber B with Target of 10 dyne/cm2
Flow Chamber C

Figure 93. Shear Stress Distribution of Flow Chamber C with Target of 10 dyne/cm2

Figure 94. Shear Stress Across Length of Chamber C with Target of 10 dyne/cm2
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Figure 95. Shear Stress Across Width of Chamber C with Target of 10 dyne/cm2

Figure 96. Shear Stress Histogram of Flow Chamber C with Target of 10 dyne/cm2
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Flow Chamber D

Figure 97. Shear Stress Distribution of Flow Chamber D with Target of 10 dyne/cm2

Figure 98. Shear Stress Across Length of Chamber D with Target of 10 dyne/cm2
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Figure 99. Shear Stress Across Width of Chamber D with Target of 10 dyne/cm2

Figure 100. Shear Stress Histogram of Flow Chamber D with Target of 10 dyne/cm2
Flow Chamber E

Figure 101. Shear Stress Distribution of Flow Chamber E with Target of 10 dyne/cm2
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Figure 102. Shear Stress Across Length of Chamber E with Target of 10 dyne/cm2

Figure 103. Shear Stress Across Width of Chamber E with Target of 10 dyne/cm2
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Figure 104. Shear Stress Histogram of Flow Chamber E with Target of 10 dyne/cm2
These previous figures show that the shear stresses have similar range and distribution of values
as the individual analyses done in this thesis for the designs There is a noticeable difference between the
theoretical value of the shear and the resulting shear stress from the simulations and this is possibly due to
the inclusion of inlet and outlet ports, slits, and/or reservoirs or, more specifically, the nature of the
geometry of the fluid space. Normalized plots of all chamber designs are shown in Figure 105 across the
centerline and in Figure 106 across the midline. These plots were normalized according to the locations
across the test area.

Figure 105. Normalized Shear Stress Along Centerline of All Test Areas
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Figure 106. Normalized Shear Stress Along Midline of All Test Areas
From the histograms for each chamber in the test area, a Gaussian curve fit was generated to
compare the shear stress values for each of the chamber designs. Gaussian plots are shown for all
chambers in Figure 136. The equation of the Gaussian fit is given as

where x is the shear stress value (for the case of this thesis), a is the height of the curve peak, b is the
center value of the peak, and c is the width of the curve. The values for these constants as well as the
minimum and maximum values in the test area are presented in Table 6.
Table 6. Values of Constants for Gaussian Plots of Shear Stress
Across Test Area
Chamber
Chamber Chamber Chamber
Chamber
A
B
C
D
E
a
378668.70 168012.32 4266.64
17135.60 187931.80
b
10.75
8.56
8.12
7.93
8.14
c
0.01
0.02
0.04
-0.0005
0.01
Min
0.705
0.0293
0.0736
4.387
0.0000147
Max
10.78
11.422
22.137
10.094
9.716
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Figure 107. Gaussian Plots of Shear Stress for Test Area of All Chambers
Note in Figure 107 that the Gaussian plot for Chamber D is small compared to the rest of the
chambers. This is due to the number of significant digits used when performing the Gaussian
computation. Using a smaller number of significant digits would result in a percentage as high as the
other chambers but would not capture the true value distribution of the shear stress across the test area.
Figures 108 through 127 show the velocity profiles of Chambers A through E respectively at a
height of one micron (µm) and plots across the length and width of the test area with uniform target shear
of 10 dyne/cm2. One micron represents the near wall velocity and is a more accurate indicator of the
velocity that would act on the biological cells if included in the simulation than the velocity value taken at
the midline height of the chamber, as was the case for all of the published information from the chambers.
Flow Chamber A

Figure 108. Velocity Distribution of Flow Chamber A 1 µm Above Surface
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Figure 109. Velocity Across Length of Chamber A with Target of 10 dyne/cm2

Figure 110. Velocity Across Width of Chamber A with Target of 10 dyne/cm2
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Figure 111. Velocity Histogram of Flow Chamber A with Target of 10 dyne/cm2
Flow Chamber B

Figure 112. Velocity Distribution of Flow Chamber B 1 µm Above Surface
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Figure 113. Velocity Across Length of Chamber B with Target of 10 dyne/cm2

Figure 114. Velocity Across Width of Chamber B with Target of 10 dyne/cm2
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Figure 115. Velocity Histogram of Flow Chamber B with Target of 10 dyne/cm2
Flow Chamber C

Figure 116. Velocity Distribution of Flow Chamber C 1 µm Above Surface

Figure 117. Velocity Across Length of Chamber C with Target of 10 dyne/cm2
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Figure 118. Velocity Across Width of Chamber C with Target of 10 dyne/cm2

Figure 119. Velocity Histogram of Flow Chamber C with Target of 10 dyne/cm2
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Flow Chamber D

Figure 120. Velocity Distribution of Flow Chamber D 1 µm Above Surface

Figure 121. Velocity Across Length of Chamber D with Target of 10 dyne/cm2
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Figure 122. Velocity Across Width of Chamber D with Target of 10 dyne/cm2

Figure 123. Velocity Histogram of Flow Chamber D with Target of 10 dyne/cm2
Flow Chamber E

Figure 124. Velocity Distribution of Flow Chamber E 1 µm Above Surface
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Figure 125. Velocity Across Length of Chamber E with Target of 10 dyne/cm2

Figure 126. Velocity Across Width of Chamber E with Target of 10 dyne/cm2
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Figure 127. Velocity Histogram of Flow Chamber E with Target of 10 dyne/cm2
Gaussian plots of the velocity across the test area are shown in Figure 128 with a table of values
in Table 7. Note that, in Figure 128, the Gaussian plot for Chamber Dis barely visible with a center point
at 0.2 cm/s, while the Gaussian plot for Chamber B is centered at 45.02 cm/s an is outside of the
horizontal range of the figure.
Table 7. Values of Constants for Gaussian Plots of Velocity Across
Test Area
Chamber
Chamber Chamber Chamber
Chamber
A
B
C
D
E
a
568018.00 124812.17 4618.19 197582.93 57499.98
b
1.10
45.02
5.40
0.02
0.33
c
0.03
12.93
0.05
-0.0004
0.004
Min
0.14
0.04
0.0736
0.000004 0.000001
Max
1.03
6.81
14.02
0.03
0.39
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Figure 128. Gaussian Plots of Velocity for Test Area of All Chambers
The velocity profile was plotted at the center of each chamber to observe the velocity through the
height of the channel and at a fully developed state. These profiles are presented in Figure 129 and in
Figure 130 with each plot normalized according to channel height. Chamber D has a much lower velocity
than the other chambers and, due to the number of computational cells in the vertical mesh, the velocity
profiles are not smooth curves as is normally seen.

Figure 129. Vertical Velocity Profiles at Center of Test Area
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Figure 130. Normalized Vertical Velocity Profiles at Center of Test Area
The static pressure of each of the chambers was measured along the centerline. This plot is shown
in Figure 131. All designs show a decrease in pressure as it flows throughout the chamber in a linear
pattern. A normalized plot is presented in Figure 132 better displaying the rate the pressure decreases
along the length of the chamber. Chambers A and D have the largest range of pressure compared to the
rest of the chambers and are also the largest chambers simulated.

Figure 131. Pressure Plot Along the Center of the Length of the Flow Channel for All Chamber
Designs
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Figure 132. Normalized Pressure Plot Along the Center of the Length of the Flow Channel for All
Chamber Designs
3.2 Cell Layer Analysis
Comparing various channel heights with Cell Layer 1 placed inside an arbitrary parallel plate
region, it can be seen that height is a factor in the shear stress distribution obtained. Shear stress for
parallel plate flow simulations at channel heights of 127 µm, 254 µm, and 508 µm are shown in Figures
133 through 135, respectively. The figures show that the shear stress range increases by a factor of ten
between the 508 µm height and the 127 µm height and by a factor of two and a half between the 508 µm
height and the 254 µm height.

Figure 133. Shear Stress Distribution of Cell Layer 1 at Flow Channel Height of 127 µm
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Figure 134. Shear Stress Distribution of Cell Layer 1 at Flow Channel Height of 254 µm

Figure 135. Shear Stress Distribution of Cell Layer 1 at Flow Channel Height of 508 µm
The 5x5 “cut-and-paste” cell region of the different biological cell layers showed both similarities
and differences in the resulting simulations. The shear stress over these biological cell layers, for all three
methods, varied throughout the region with high shear stress values representing the peaks of the cells and
low shear stress values representing the valleys between cells. The shear stress distribution over the cell
layers for each of the 5x5 biological cell layer generation methods is shown in Figures 136, 137, and 138
with an isometric view of Cell Layer 3 in Figure 139 to present a different perspective of the simulation
results.
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Figure 136. Shear Stress of Cell Layer 1 (5x5) Chamber for Target of 10 dyne/cm2

Figure 137. Shear Stress of Cell Layer 2 (5x5) Chamber for Target of 10 dyne/cm2

Figure 138. Shear Stress of Cell Layer 3 (5x5) Chamber for Target of 10 dyne/cm2
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Figure 139. Isometric View of Cell Layer 3 (5x5) for Target of 10 dyne/cm2
One feature found in all three cell layers is that there was a higher shear and velocity at the
beginning of the cell area than compared with the rest of the cell region. Plots of shear stress across the
length and width of the chambers show this more clearly as there is an initial spike in shear stress at the
start of the biological cell area. For the Cell Layer 1, there is not as much variation as with the other
methods due to the process in which the layer was created. Cell Layer 1 was dependent on the number of
beads used and how well the cloth defined the beads as it was being scanned by the Kinect. Plots of shear
stress for Cell Layer 1 across the length and width of the channel are shown in Figure 140 and 141.
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Figure 140. Shear Stress Across Length of Cell Layer 1 (5x5) Chamber

Figure 141. Shear Stress Across Width of Cell Layer 1 (5x5) Chamber
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Figure 142. Histogram of Shear Stress of Cell Layer 1 (5x5) Test Area
The shear stress plots for the 5x5 cell layer of Cell Layer 2 are shown in Figures 143 and 144
across the length and width of the chamber, respectively. This layer had more defined biological cells
than Cell Layer 1, as the 3ds Max software was able to define the cells more clearly than physically
sculpting the cells and capturing the image using the Microsoft Kinect. As a result, there are a larger
number of cells in their cell region.

Figure 143. Shear Stress Across Length of Cell Layer 2 (5x5) Chamber
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Figure 144. Shear Stress Across Width of Cell Layer 2 (5x5) Chamber

Figure 145. Histogram of Shear Stress of Cell Layer 2 (5x5) Test Area
The shear stress plots across the width and length of the 5x5 “cut-and-paste” Cell Layer 3 are
presented in Figures 146 and 147. In these figures, since the image was made from a photograph of the
cells themselves rather than from any cloth application, there are a greater number of defined cells when
compared to Cell Layer 1 or Cell Layer 2. For this layer, the cells themselves are merged with each other
in order to create a more realistic confluent monolayer.
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Figure 146. Shear Stress Across Length of Cell Layer 3 (5x5) Chamber

Figure 147. Shear Stress Across Width of Cell Layer 3 (5x5) Chamber
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Figure 148. Histogram of Shear Stress of Cell Layer 3 (5x5) Test Area
Gaussian plots for all cell layers are presented in Figure 149 with the values of the constants
presented in Table 8.
Table 8. Values of Constants for Gaussian Plots of
Shear Stress Across Cell Layers
Cell Layer Cell Layer
Cell Layer
1
2
3
4885.11
5314.45
18247.93
a
9.43
8.36
10.56
b
5.87
5.79
5.54
c
0.004
0.003
0.005
Min
38.35
30.78
34.11
Max
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Figure 149. Gaussian Plot of Shear Stress for all Cell Layer (5x5) Test Areas
Contour plots of the velocity are shown in Figures 150, 151, and 152, with the cell layers barely
visible for reference, and plots along the width and length of the flow channel and histograms are shown
in Figures 153 through 161. The velocity before and after each cell region are similar with developed
profiles across the width of the channel at these points. Because of the lack of vertical resolution in the
CFD mesh, velocity distributions were taken at 254 µm (center of flow channel). Also, flow velocity
close to the wall was neglected in the histogram distributions due to the increase in the density of the CFD
mesh geometry near the wall, which biased each histogram distribution towards near-zero flow velocities.
The peak velocity values from the Gaussian fits (b in Table 9) are nearly identical, while the respective
peak shear stress (b in Table 8) varied between 8.36 and 10.56 dyne/cm2. This demonstrates how surface
geometries of biological layers will influence shear stress distributions and cell exposures.

Figure 150. Velocity of Cell Layer 1 (5x5) for Target of 10 dyne/cm2 at 254 µm Above Surface
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Figure 151. Velocity of Cell Layer 2 (5x5) for Target of 10 dyne/cm2 at 254 µm Above Surface

Figure 152. Velocity of Cell Layer 3 (5x5) for Target of 10 dyne/cm2 at 254 µm Above Surface
Cell Layer 1

Figure 153. Velocity Across Length of Cell Layer 1 (5x5) Chamber at 254 µm Above Surface
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Figure 154. Velocity Across Width of Cell Layer 1 (5x5) Chamber at 254 µm Above Surface

Figure 155. Histogram of Velocity of Cell Layer 1 (5x5) Test Area at 254 µm Above Surface
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Cell Layer 2

Figure 156. Velocity Across Length of Cell Layer 2 (5x5) Chamber at 254 µm Above Surface

Figure 157. Velocity Across Width of Cell Layer 2 (5x5) Chamber at 254 µm Above Surface
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Figure 158. Histogram of Velocity of Cell Layer 2 (5x5) Test Area at 254 µm Above Surface
Cell Layer 3

Figure 159. Velocity Across Length of Cell Layer 3 (5x5) Chamber at 254 µm Above Surface
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Figure 160. Velocity Across Width of Cell Layer 3 (5x5) Chamber at 254 µm Above Surface

Figure 161. Histogram of Velocity of Cell Layer 3 (5x5) Test Area at 254 µm Above Surface
Table 9. Values of Constants for Gaussian Plots of
Velocity Across Cell Layers
Cell Layer Cell Layer
Cell Layer
1
2
3
486.07
876.73
586.41
A
20.96
20.51
20.93
B
0.82
0.40
0.66
C
9.74
9.98
9.63
Min
21.26
20.60
21.16
Max
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Figure 162. Gaussian Plot of Velocity for all Cell Layer (5x5) Test Areas
Pressure was analyzed for all generated cell layers and all chambers show a distribution in the
same range from each other as represented in Figure 163.

Figure 163. Comparison of Pressure Across Length of the Flow Channel for the 5x5 Generated Cell
Layers
A simulation was also run in which Cell Layer 2 was modified (i.e., by “cut-and-paste”) to yield a
50x50 array then this 50x50 array was expanded to an 8x13 array of the 50x50 (or 400x650) to cover the
entire test area of Flow Chamber A. The resulting shear stress distribution for the large 8x13 layer is
shown in Figure 164. It is important to note that, to cover the entire test area of Chamber A, Cell Layer 2
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had to be arrayed about 2,500 times its original size. A smaller arrayed region had to be generated first
due to computational time and ability and, due to overlapping issues in 3ds Max when applying the cell
layer into the chamber, the cells arrayed onto the cell region with spacing in between each array as seen in
the figure.

Figure 164. 3ds Max Cell Layer (8x13) Applied to Chamber A
As seen from the figure there is an increase in shear due to the presence of the height of the cells
and a uniform distribution can be seen to repeat over the entire cell region. This indicates that there is a
uniform shear at least in a range of about 3.5 to 4.25 dyne/cm2 as shown in a close up of an array region
in Figure 165.

Figure 165. Shear Stress Across Single Array of Cells from Figure 164
Despite the generation and application issues of Cell Layer 2 onto Flow Chamber A, these results
align with the smaller-scale arbitrary flow chamber results that were made with the 5x5 regions. The
results indicate that a range of shear values has to be identified for the specific cell being studied in order
to determine if that shear stress level is achieved in the chamber design.
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4. Discussion
Studying shear stress on biological cells using parallel plate flow chambers is becoming
increasingly more important for researchers. Fluid shear stress (FSS) plays a role in the chemical and
physical reactions of many types of biological cells resulting in the need to study the cells in a moving
fluid environment. The results obtained in this thesis help to verify what has been done and where this
field needs to go in order to better advance the design and application of PPFCs, with the aid of
computational fluid dynamics (CFD), to improve in studying biological cell response to fluid flow.
4.1 Comparison and Contrast of Current Parallel Flow Chamber Designs
The chambers simulated and studied in this thesis are some of the most common designs that
have been published. Up until now, none of these designs have ever been compared; the only known
publication that compared the design of different chambers has been by Anderson et al. (2006), who
compared the design of three different commercial chambers. Anderson et al. concluded that it is only
possible to compare how close each of the three chambers gets to a target shear stress and that no other
comparisons could be made with the chambers due to the drastic geometries of the designs. However, as
seen in this thesis, by analyzing velocity, shear stress, and pressure data, it is possible to overlap results of
chamber designs for a more detailed comparison, despite differences in geometries.
Some flow chamber designs that were analyzed had CFD simulations performed on them before
and a listing of the chambers and the respective CFD software used is presented in Table 10. In this table,
it is important to note that ANSYS Fluent uses finite volume method (FVM), described previously, and
ADINA uses finite element method (FEM), which is a variation of FVM in that the computational cells
are replaced by nodes for computation of the fluid region. As a consequence, the published results vary
slightly from the results obtained using STAR-CCM+ due to the different software and, in the case of
ADINA, the different computational methods used. Chambers A and B have not had CFD simulations
done on their designs as of the time of this thesis and therefore did not have published CFD information
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to compare. Flow Chamber E presented CFD simulation for the cell region that was generated as shown
previously, in the Results section.

Table 10. Flow Chamber Designs and CFD Software Used for Publications
Flow Chamber
A
B
C
D
E

CFD Software
None
None
Fluent
ADINA
Fluent

Other Fluid Analysis
Flow Visualization
µ-PIV
None
None
µ-PIV

When simulating certain flow chambers, certain values were omitted from the publications and
had to be assumed for the CFD simulations in this thesis. Described in greater detail in the respective
sections, certain factors such as inlet and outlet dimensions and slit height were guessed and implemented
into the simulation. For the chambers where flow values such as viscosity or density were not given,
values of water were assumed (1.0 cP and 1.0 g/cm3 respectively) for simplicity of computation.
4.1.1 Flow Chamber A
As mentioned previously, Flow Chamber A was the primary chamber studied and simulated with
various design modifications. The CFD results helped to better identify the shear stress and velocity
distribution of the channel and, in addition to the dye injection and biological cell experiments done by
Peterson (1995), develop a more comprehensive understanding of the chamber.
4.1.2 Flow Chamber B
Flow Chamber B did not have any published CFD simulation results. The velocity profile
presented by McCann et al. (2005) was generated using µ-PIV as shown in Figure 8 in the Introduction.
Comparing the results obtained using CFD and the published visualization velocity profiles, it can be seen
that both figures show that there is a higher velocity at the inlet and outlet flow, and that the regions in the
center of the chamber, Region 2 and 5, have a uniform flow according to the scale. The cells are located
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throughout the entire parallel plate region and, as shown, there is no uniform velocity to allow for a
uniform application of shear over the cell region. McCann et al. state that, in order to expose cells to
uniform flow in this chamber, cells must be placed along the midline of the chamber. This chamber seems
to be an acceptable chamber to use when the shear stress or velocity does not have to be at a specific
value, such as when stimulating bone cells.
4.1.3 Flow Chamber C
Flow Chamber C used ANSYS Fluent for their published simulations, as shown in Kaur et al.
(2012). The flow rates used for the target shear stress rates of 4 and 8 dyne/cm2 were 3 and 5 ml/min,
respectively. Kaur et al. used tetrahedral meshing rather than trimmer meshing (trimmer meshing was
used throughout this thesis) furthering the differences between the comparison. A profile gradient for 4
and 8 dyne/cm2 is from the publication is seen in Figures 10 and 11 in the Introduction. The units of
velocity are not listed nor the height of the gradient with respect to the chamber but can be determined to
be cm/s based on the simulation results conducted. From the flow rate used, it was further determined
using STAR-CCM+ that the gradient was taken at the centerline. Comparing the results to the velocity at
the midline height from Figures 71 and 72, the values and distributions closely match and provide a
verification of simulation accuracy. Density was assumed to be 1 g/cm3 as it was not mentioned by Kaur
et al., and this could be taken to be close to the published actual viscosity as the results closely match.
4.1.4 Flow Chamber D
Flow Chamber D used ADINA, a finite element (FEA) solver, for their CFD simulations. The
contour of wall shear stress at a target shear stress of 33.1 dyne/cm2 is shown in Figure 14. The shear
stress contours generated in Figures 73 and 74 use a much finer scale than what was published and the
results show that it is not as uniform as shown in the publication. In addition, meshing settings used were
not presented, so given unknown features, such as mesh size and shape, could have yielding drastic
differences in results. In addition, the viscosity of the simulation performed by the publication was not
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stated so an assumed value of 1.0 cP was taken for this thesis. Viscosity greatly impacts the resulting
shear stress and velocity value more than a change in density, possibly resulting in why the thesis results
and the published results are different.
4.1.5 Flow Chamber E
For the “clean” chamber analysis presented, a µ-PIV measurement was taken across the test area
but no results were presented so a comparison between the publication and the results obtained in this
thesis could not be made. Published results from CFD for Flow Chamber E were also applied to a small
segment of the cell layer and are discussed further in Section 4.3.
4.1.6 Analysis of All Chambers
The end goals of simulating the fluid regions of the chamber designs were to develop
computational models of these chambers using one software simulation package (i.e., STAR-CCM+) as a
basis for comparison. However, an assessment of the methods used by the publications was initially
studied to understand the basis behind the design and testing that was conducted and to assist with
modeling in STAR-CCM+.
Observing the shear stress and velocity distributions across the different chambers, only
Chambers A and D had a specific cell region that did not cover the entire chamber. As a result, the shear
stress and velocity lengthwise across the designs is uniform, while the others are not. All other designs
had the cells placed throughout the parallel plate region and, as a result, cells experience parabolic
distributions. For example, the midline plot over the inlet and outlet ports for Chamber C resutled in a
drastic range across the area. These results indicate that the biological cells should not be placed across
the entire parallel plate region as different regions will be exposed to different shear stress but instead in
an area that is away from the ports so that the cells are exposed to a near uniform flow, at least in the case
of “clean” chambers. When applying biological cells into the chamber there is more detail as to force and
flow distribution as indicated later.
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Upon examination of the histograms produced, it can be observed that the bin range of the shear
stress distributions is different for each chamber. The number of significant digits used when generating
the histogram directly influence the percentage for all chambers. When publications claim that their
chamber has 95% uniform shear stress across the test area, as stated for Chamber D, they do not describe
to how many significant digits this percentage is, which may be highly significant on a cellular level. In
addition, depending on the number of significant digits used for the histogram, the percentage of uniform
shear stress can vary slightly or greatly in some cases. Table 11 shows each clean chamber with the
percentage and uniform values for one, two, and three significant digits. As shown, Chamber D is at the
95% that they claim if you use two significant digits. But for Chamber A, the uniform shear stress
changes drastically when the number of significant digits changes due to a wider distribution of shear
stress value. A better understanding of the allowable variation in shear stress value needed to observe a
specific cell reaction will assist in how chambers are designed to give a uniform shear across any given
region.
Table 11. Histogram Shear Stress Uniform Values and Percentage of Test Region
Chamber Flow Rate

A
B
C
D
E

281
38
4
49
2

0.1 bin size
Peak Shear
Stress
%
10.8
97.08449
8.6
81.93552
8.1
36.61675
8.0
98.30618
8.2
89.61083

0.01 bin size
Peak Shear
Stress
%
10.75
63.2289
8.56
38.97969
8.10
27.23054
7.94
96.96569
8.14
73.07875

0.001 bin size
Peak Shear
Stress
%
10.749
9.244624
8.553
8.895479
8.099
13.1196
7.932
93.26295
8.135
73.07875

4.2 Applying Gap and Slide Height Variation for Flow Chamber A
Since Flow Chamber A was the primary design studied and was also physically available to
measure and operate, various versions of this channel were simulated and studied. Alternate versions of
this design were used that are different from what was presented in Peterson (1995) (i.e. Length I) with
dimensions presented in greater detail in the Methods. A shorter, “modified”, design (i.e. Length II) was
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machined where the flow channel length was shortened by one inch. Based off of the results obtained
from Peterson (1995), this modification was to reduce the material used for the chamber, and still
maintain uniform flow as with the original design. Also, modifications of both lengths were made in
which the large single slide region, typically used for endothelial cell studies, was replaced with four
smaller slide regions, for use in bone cell studies. For the four slide analysis, dimensions of each slide
were 2.54 cm along the length of the channel and 6.731 cm across the width of the channel.
Analyzing the machined product, it was observed under a surface microscope that the slide did
not perfectly align with the machined surface and that there is a noticeable gap between the surfaces. The
gap is not significant when studying the flow on the macro level but when analyzing the chamber on a
cellular level, especially when studying cellular responses, it is a factor worth considering. Using the
average endothelial cell height of 20 µm, the gap was found to be almost 4 times deeper than the
endothelial cell height and covers a distance at least twice the size of the cell. A close up of the
streamlines at these gaps show that are disturbances in the flow near the edges of the slides. Any cells that
are placed right along the edge of the slide would be exposed to this non-uniform flow.
When comparing the two different lengths (i.e. I and II), it was seen in the simulations that
entrance and exit lengths could impact the one and four slide region. The Length I design had the cell test
region positioned far enough away from the entrance and exit length regions that flow could be classified
as uniform across all of the slide regions, based off the distribution figures. The positioning of the slides
in both Length channels were made by Peterson without the ability to use CFD simulation to determine
position versus flow rate. As a result, the figures for the Length II channels show very large increases in
shear stress for the entrance and exits of each channel and the ends of the slide (for the one slide analysis)
and the first and last slide (for the four slide analysis) are in the channel entrance and exit lengths
resulting in a greater variation of shear stress across the slide(s).
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The results of this application of “slide gap analysis” can also be applied to Flow Chamber D,
which also used machined slots for slides. The design contained a three slide configuration and any
machined inaccuracies when creating the chamber would affect the chamber in a similar way as with
Chamber A as presented above.
4.3 Application of a Biological Cell Layer to Flow Chamber
When simulating flow chambers using CFD software, most researchers model an empty chamber
(i.e., without the presence of biological cells) and simulate flow through it. The justification in the
publications up until now have stated that applying a cell layer is insignificant to the overall flow of the
fluid through the region that is being observed. In addition, the process of obtaining a three-dimensional
(3D) model of a confluent cell layer is a very complicated process and, as of the publication of this thesis,
there is no inexpensive and easy method available.
The only design in which flow was studied over biological cells was for Flow Chamber E. The
related publications used µ-PIV markers to define the cell surface in the chamber with the resulting region
studied limited to a 700 µm by 700 µm area. The geometry of the cell region is shown in Figure 17 with a
shear stress distribution over the region in Figure 18. This method assisted the authors to study the flow
over the cells; however, it is not a very accurate method since the accuracy of the cellular surface is
highly dependent on the number of µ-PIV markers used. In addition, the region that was analyzed is very
small in relation to the entire cellular region, which covers the entire parallel plate region. The authors do
not state where in the chamber the layer was taken. This may not have been an issue at the time but the
results from this thesis prove that the location of the cell determines the shear stress applied to it.
The methods developed to create a cell layer are fairly acceptable for monolayer generation. The
Kinect scanning method (Cell Layer 1) involved physically sculpting a cell grid, either randomly or based
on an image, scanning the sculpture, and later scaling it to cellular level size and applying it to a parallel
plate channel. This was found to be a quick and easy method, dependent on how well the Kinect was able
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to scan the sculpture. The SolidWorks generated layer (Cell Layer 3) was proven to be the most detailed
of all the methods used and allowed for personal alterations to be made, such as the orientation of
adjacent cells and how they “merge” with each other. The 3ds Max layer (Cell Layer 2) provided a
balance between the advantages of the Kinect and SolidWorks methods in that it was a detailed layer that
did not require too much alterations and manipulation. The different Cell Layers introduce various
methods for creating a cell layer when biological cells are not available. The Microsoft Kinect method
shows that a custom made cell layer can be created with positioning of the cells wherever the user wants
to create a specific layer orientation. Using an image based method, as in the 3ds Max and SolidWorks
methods, give a more physiologically accurate method since it is using an actual image of a layer.
The Microsoft Kinect involved using spherical beads to act as the nucleus of cells within a region.
A random orientation was used for placements but an image of a cell region similar to that used for the
generation of Cell Layers 2 and 3 could also be applied. Once the beads were in position, a thin cotton
cloth was placed over the region, manipulated to form the surrogate cell layer, scanned with the Kinect as
a confluent monolayer, and then applied to an arbitrary parallel plate region for analysis. Future
applications using this method would involve using an image similar to the other two methods and
placing the beads appropriately to better replicate an imaged layer. Scanning with the Microsoft Kinect
was a straightforward procedure that was also quick to perform. A limitation of this method was that the
cloth had to lay close around (or adhere to) the spherical beads in order to get a better cell shape. If the
cloth was not close enough, the cells would not be as clearly identified when the Kinect scan completed.
A need for a tighter fit was the reason why other computer based methods, such as 3ds Max and
SolidWorks, were used as they had specific program options that allowed for object adhesion.
Autodesk 3ds Max was an inexpensive and somewhat accurate method used to create a cell layer;
however, transforming the photograph of an actual cell layer and translating it into a CAD model and then
incorporating it into the chamber was found to be a very lengthy process. The cell layer image used from
the publication was a square region with each side 600 microns in length. An attempt was made to expand
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this resulting confluent monolayer to encompass the cell region of Flow Chamber A and, to accomplish
this, the layer had to be arrayed to cover a 6.731 cm by 13.5 cm cell region, which is an increase of about
25,000 times the size of the image. This multiplication factor made this a complex computational
operation. When creating the 5x5 layer, the overlapping of the three dimensional cell image was easily
generated by the software but, when the 50x50 arrayed cell layer was being arrayed across the test area of
Chamber A, errors occurred when trying to overlap the image. As a result, spaces between the arrays were
made to cover as much of the test region in this cell monolayer. Autodesk 3ds Max is a graphical design
program and is not inherently meant for complex computational figure generation. The primary reason
why it was used was to generate a cloth layer that best represents the surface of a confluent cell
monolayer, which is a feature not found in CAD programs such as SolidWorks. It was then easier to array
the resulting layer and apply it to the flow chamber in 3ds max itself rather than converting it to be
modified in SolidWorks. The method to be able to manipulate the image in SolidWorks requires
converting the resulting stereolithographic (STL) file into a parasolid file format that can be manipulated
and modified in SolidWorks. A STL file cannot be altered in SolidWorks, and when this conversion was
attempted, topology errors occurred, possibly due to the file conversion, and the arrayed imprint could not
be applied to the chamber.
The SolidWorks generated cell layer eliminated the need for the original cell orientated model to
be exported into any other programs. Each cell was independently rendered and merged with its adjacent
cells in order to form the confluent layer. As a result, no gaps were created in between cells. A major
drawback of this is that this process is more time intensive than the Kinect or 3ds Max method as each
cell has to be fileted and overlapped individually.
One complication when generating the results was that the computational time of these
simulations ranged from an hour and a half to over twelve hours depending on what was being simulated
and the size of the mesh being used. Both improvements in the software and utilizing a powerful
computer to allow for multiple core processing help to alleviate the time but, due to the complexity and
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fine meshing of certain designs especially when adding complex geometry from the cell monolayers, only
slightly improves computation time.
In summary, it was found that the Kinect provided the fastest and easiest method for creating a
cell layer and arraying it out over a region. The file size is much smaller than the one created in 3ds Max
or SolidWorks and allows for conversion into CAD software, such as SolidWorks, for finer manipulation
and placement inside of a parallel plate region. However, this layer was not as well defined as the other
methods nor did it represent as many biological cells. The Solidworks model best represented a confluent
monolayer in that there were no gaps that were seen between cells with the major disadvantage of this
method being that each cell had to be manipulated. Depending on how many cells and how big of a region
being covered, this could become a very time intensive task.
4.4 Fluid Shear Activation of Cell Response
From the results obtained, it is clear that the definition of “uniform shear” across a PPFC in many
publications needs to be reassessed. This definition was based upon examining the flow on a large scale
view but a new question arises as to how much shear is actually needed in order to activate a cellular
response. Chung et al. state that their chamber creates a 95% uniform shear across the surface and most
other PPFC flow publications also base this as a standard as well but it is unknown if this is an adequate
percentage for the cells to activate a uniform response or if the uniform shear has to be much higher
percentage over the entire cell region. Using CFD, it is possible to visualize the shear and velocity
distribution at various levels and it can be seen for some chambers, when looking at shear stress at the
tenths or hundredths scale, that you cannot classify the chamber as “uniform”. The contour plots in the
Results section all represent different ranges, in order to highlight specific aspects of the distribution. It is
unknown, at the time of this thesis, what an acceptable range to use is in order to adequate shear stress
levels that engage a response over a cell region.
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Also at the time of this thesis, no reports have been found of researchers who have tried to
calculate how much shear stress is needed for a response. For future designs of PPFCs this would have to
be understood. If the range of activation is large, for example, the current designs would be considered
adequate for wide uses. However, if it is found that the slightest change in shear can alter the amount of
activation occurring, future flow chamber designs would have to consider this and would result in new
designs that could be drastically different from what was studied here and others that are not published
but are in use by cell biologists.
One of the most prominent features when examining the cell layers created was that the shear
stress was the highest at the start of the cell region as indicated by the shear stress distributions and the
plots shown in the Results. This helps to reiterate the fact that location of the cells is important when
defining a cell simulation that does not encompass the entire region. The articles that used Flow Chamber
E, Dol et al. (2010) and Viegas et al. (2011), simulate flow over a 700 by 700 micron region but do not
indicate where this this region is located in. The cell area for this chamber is the entire parallel plate
region so there is no period of clean flow before reaching the cell layer and there is a difference in shear
stress closer to the inlet or outlet ports than the middle of the chamber. It is very difficult to tell where the
cell CFD simulation was located in the chamber even with flow information and, while not necessary for
their studies at the time, this can make a big difference as to the cellular reaction being measured.
Comparing the Gaussian plots of the shear stress and velocity of the clean chamber and the
biological cell layer simulations, it can be seen that the percentage distributions are drastically different.
The clean chamber simulations show a spike indicating the shear stress or velocity is centered around a
single value, while the biological cell layer Gaussian plot shows a wider range of values. The range of
values indicates that, in the cell layer itself, individual cells are exposed to various forces and, when
analyzing cellular responses, this range must be taken into account. Future designs and assessments of
PPFCs should take this range into account and implement it into their analysis for a better understanding
of the forces acting on the biological cells being studied.
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5. Conclusion
The purpose of this thesis was to provide an in depth understanding of the fluid mechanics of
parallel plate flow chambers (PPFCs) by replicating and modeling what has been done to give insight into
where this field of research needs to go. Reproducing and modeling the common designs in one
computational fluid dynamics (CFD) program allowed for better comparison between chambers by using
similar parameters and computational methods. CFD is a very powerful analytical tool that has been
used in flow chamber studies over the past decade. It has allowed for a better understanding of flow
chambers and, as CFD software has advanced, allowed for more complex simulations and analyses on
chambers and cells. Introducing biological cells in CFD modeling applied to a parallel plate region is still
relatively new and more work has to be done in order to make this a worthwhile process. One future
application could involve defining more boundary layers when performing a CFD simulation. The cell
simulations studied in this thesis consisted of a single confluent monolayer and future applications could
consist of each individual cell defined as its own boundary layer in order to generate cell-level
simulations and analyses. In addition, defining individual cells as boundary regions would allow for a
better comparison of cells across a test region and the difference in the exposure to shear stress and
velocity.
The results in this thesis indicated that Chambers A and D most closely provided uniform flow as
their analysis yielded constant values for shear stress and velocity. Though Chamber D had a higher
percentage of uniform shear stress, Chamber A was more accurate in matching a target shear stress of 10
dyne/cm2. The slides, on which the cells being studied are placed on, are within the uniform flow fields
and, therefore, a large number of cells can be exposed to the same flow. The results for Chambers B, C,
and E showed that only a small region along the center of the flow channel had uniform flow. Despite
Chamber B, C, and E having a test area throughout the parallel plate region, cells are only exposed to a
uniform flow, along this center region, resulting in a much smaller uniform exposure region than what
was assumed by the respective publications.
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A more detailed analysis was done on Chamber A (created by Peterson (1995) and was the
primary chamber studied in this thesis) and involved the original design and machined tolerances,
including gaps between slides and uneven heights between the slide region and the machined area. The
addition of machining tolerances in the CFD simulations of Chamber A provided a real-world factor to
the PPFC studies, where the presence of gaps and uneven heights between the machined portion of the
chamber and the cell slides has not been previously studied or published. The results for Chamber A
showed that, as long as the slides are not within the influence of the entrance and exit lengths, uniform
flow was achieved. Results also suggested that optimal designs can be developed using CFD, where all
changes and modifications can be done virtually to determine optimal dimensions and parameters. This
will shorten development time and create a more customizable, or general, chamber depending on the
type of cell or cells that are to be studied. In addition, the simulation results can be used for more than just
theoretical and ideal situations.
One factor that was concluded from the data with the “clean” chamber analysis was that the
significant digits in the calculation of the shear stress may need to be addressed in order to understand the
range of shear stress values the biological cells are exposed to. Histograms and Gaussian curve filts
presented helped to show that, as the bin sizes varied according to significant digits, so did the percentage
of uniform flow over the test area. In general, as the number of significant digits increased, the percentage
of uniform shear stress throughout the test area decreased. Analyzing to one significant digit of wall shear
stress for each chamber, the percentage of the test section that is exposed to a constant value of shear
stress for Chambers A through E is 97%, 81%, 36%, 98%, and 89%, respectively. A better understanding
of acceptable ranges is needed and could provide a more concrete conclusion as to what chamber would
be best used for observing biological cells under certain fluid flow conditions, where certain ranges may
be needed in order to induce certain physical and/or chemical reactions in cells.
Inclusion of biological cells in PPFC studies was shown to drastically change the value of shear
stresses over the cell layer. When simulated, shear stress over the biological cell layer was found to vary
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between 50 to 250% of the target value. The respective Gaussian plots presented in this thesis represent
how an accurate level of shear stress is not obtained when compared to the predicted shear stress of a
“clean” chamber. The results obtained from simulating PPFCs with biological cells provides a major step
forward in more accurately understanding cellular exposures in these devices.
Simulating all chambers within a single CFD program provided a uniform means of comparing
the chambers and assessing how they perform. Data analysis from the CFD simulations performed in this
thesis, which were not done in respective publications, showed that a test area for the cells should be
clearly defined in the design, in order to provide uniform exposures to cells. In addition, the “clean”
chamber analysis presented by most publications does not truly represent the flow when performing an
actual experiment on biological cells. These factors must be taken into account in order to help improve
the results obtained from PPFCs and to understand the fluid mechanics of the in vitro experiments they
are used in.
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